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The aim of this thesis is to increase retention for Picnic by creating a habit-forming store. Currently, conversion rates are suboptimal. In areas where Picnic is active roughly half of all households download the app and registers. However, the conversion of this group to active customers is suboptimal, meaning that not all users are retained.

Sub-optimal retention rates hurt companies, as they miss opportunities for business growth, increasing their profitability and cost savings. This effect also holds true for Picnic, where it takes three orders to break-even on that specific customer.

Project context
This thesis focuses on the Dutch market, as this is where Picnic has its strongest presence. In addition to that, the Dutch online grocery market is the most advanced in Europe. This thesis focuses mainly on the competition with physical supermarkets, because the growth of the online groceries segment stems from consumers switching from physical supermarkets to online groceries.

Increasing the retention rates has a positive impact on the users of Picnic and society as a whole: it increases the amount of free time for users, helps them save money, and it reduces food waste and emissions.

Theoretical foundation
Retention
Retention is driven by the perceived utility on one hand and switching costs on the other. Both these dimensions are influenced by the habits of users. Perceived utility increases as users gain more experience with the product, leading to a faster and more pleasant experience. Switching costs are influenced by the investments a user makes in a product, and by uncertainty about whether other companies can provide similar value.

Habits
Habits are formed when both frequency and perceived utility are high enough. A habit has four elements: the trigger, action, reward and investment. Currently, most customers fall in the action element of the habit loop. This is due to either a lack of ability or a lack of motivation.

This theory on habits and its connection is visualized in the figure below.

The theoretical framework

User research
The theoretical framework was combined with extensive user research to define what type of users currently are able to form a Picnic habit.

The qualitative user research consisted of a combination of interviews, workshops, user testing sessions, surveys and concierge tests. The quantitative user research consisted of analyses of in-app user behaviour data, purchase behaviour, demographic analysis and market size estimations.

Early market
Users that successfully form a Picnic habit, and thereby form Picnic’s early market have both high motivation and high ability to use the service. The high motivation results from the users being time-constrained, having physical limitations, and experience going to the supermarket negatively. This group’s high ability is a result of their high ability to plan, their relatively predictable life, and the guidance in food they receive from recipes and diets. The majority of this group are families, which are also the most profitable customers for Picnic.

Product strategies
By combining the insights from user research with the theoretical framework, three product strategies were proposed that help more users form a strong Picnic habit.

First more different types of users are enabled to place orders by increasing their motivation and ability. Once these users are enabled to order at Picnic, their frequency of interaction is increased. Finally, when these users are interacting with this app frequently, users remain engaged by an app that improves with each usage-cycle. This happens through both user- and Picnic-driven personalization.

Implementation of product strategies
These strategies must be embedded in the store team and Picnic organization in order to be effective. In order to do so, three organizational challenges must be overcome:

- Challenges in aligning teams across the organization.
- Challenges in creating buy-in for customer focused projects.
- Challenges in autonomous decision making, due to large dependencies between teams.

Product design framework

This framework provides the team with clear guidance and inspiration, while being concise and measurable for the rest of the organization. This leads to company-wide buy-in.

Validation
The framework was validated in two steps in a session with customers and in an internal session. The results of these validation steps indicate that the framework is likely to be successful, but it can only truly be proven by implementing it and putting it to the test.

Implementation
To achieve successful implementation, the framework must be clearly communicated and embedded in the daily work of the team. The latter should happen in both creative activities and evaluative activities.

Conclusion
The framework helps the store team to set a course for a longer period of time. It helps the team focus on solving the right problems for its users, by providing a way to visualize these problems and the effect the solutions should have. The vision and strategies provide the team with direction and help stakeholders across the organization align. The framework is not a definitive ‘how-to guide’ on building a habit-forming store, and its implementation and the subsequent execution are crucial for its success.
“Throughout the project, quotes of experts, users and team members are indicated by this color”
1.0

This chapter introduces the project and its context. A structured overview of the company, the product and their influence on the scope of this project. The chapter will be concluded with the problem statement.

In this chapter:
1.1 Introduction
1.2 Company context
1.3 Product context
1.4 Scope of project
1.5 Problem statement
1.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter the company and the assignment on which this thesis focuses is introduced.

Picnic is an online supermarket with an app-only strategy. This means that the only way for the customers to shop is through the Picnic app. Picnic’s customer friendly service¹ and its free deliveries have led to an increase in the volume of online grocery shopping in the Netherlands (Bos 2018), referred to as “the Picnic effect” in national newspapers. Since the founding of Picnic 4 years ago, the company has acquired a substantial share² of the fast-growing online grocery market.

Picnic is highly effective at acquiring new customers, with roughly half of all households registering for the service in cities where Picnic is launched. This is mainly due to their unique value proposition of high-quality groceries, delivered for free, with a minimum order value of just €25.

Somehow, the value proposition that moves users to download the app and register does not suffice to convert them into active customers. In order to run a profitable business, Picnic needs to achieve this conversion. This process is referred to in literature as retaining customers. In this thesis, retention is defined as the conversion from registered users into active customers, meaning these customers have placed at least five orders with Picnic.

The aim of this thesis is to develop and implement the optimal design strategy for Picnic’s store to increase retention. This assignment consists of both the conception of the optimal strategy as well as the plan for its implementation.

1. See appendix G.1 for the calculation of Picnic’s relative market share.
2. Picnic is market leader in online groceries in the areas where the company is active (GFK, 2019)

1.1.1 Research by the Consumentenbond (2019) defined Picnic as the most customer friendly online grocer

1.2 COMPANY CONTEXT

This chapter looks at the context of the company that influences the customer experience and the team dynamics.

Overview

In the 4 years since its existence, Picnic has acquired a 17% share (www.agf.nl) of the rapidly growing online grocery market (37% for 2018 (foodmagazine.nl)). Picnic’s share of the overall Dutch grocery market is 0.7%, while it is only active in 70 cities. In these cities, Picnic can potentially reach 2.8 million people. In the areas where the company is active, it has an estimated 3.7% share of the total grocery market.

Due to its unique value proposition described in the introduction, Picnic manages to acquire new customers (from now on referred to as registrations) at relatively low cost. This first mover advantage is not about being the first to offer online groceries, but the first to offer it with free deliveries and with a minimum order amount of only €25, as compared to market leader Albert Heijn’s €75 (AH.nl). This has opened the market for online groceries for a much larger part of the Dutch population (FD).

Logistical operation

The logistical operation is important to the customer, as it determines when and for which price the customer can receive his groceries. Picnic connects producers with customers via an efficient logistical operation, visualized in figure 2.

Picnic mainly operates in the Netherlands, where it has 5 warehouses and 29 hubs to cater for the 70 cities it operates in. These cities are spread out in the west, middle and south of the Netherlands. Orders have to be placed before 22:00, in order to receive them the next afternoon or evening. On average there is a period of 18 hours in between ordering and receiving your groceries. The orders are collected in the fulfilment centres and then packed in crates. Each crate is destined for one unique customer. This means that when an order is packed in the warehouse, we already know for which city and customer it is. This allows Picnic to group orders and ship to the hubs efficiently.

Despite its limited geographical reach (about 17% of the Dutch consumers), Picnic has acquired a market share of 0.7%. This means that in the area where Picnic is active, it has an average market share of 3.8%. In the first and thus most mature hub, Picnic has a market share of 6.3%.

1. See appendix G.1 for the calculation of Picnic’s relative market share.
2. A hub is a last-mile distribution center located in the outskirts of the city.
**High-paced growth**
Picnic’s high-paced growth over the past years is impacting its organization, and should thus be considered for the purposes of this thesis. Due to steady capturing the market in existing hubs, and the opening of new hubs, Picnic has become one of the fastest growing companies in Europe (TNW 2018). The growth of Picnic has three drivers: (1) New cities, (2) new customers in existing cities, (3) more orders from existing customers. Since its inception in 2015, Picnic has roughly doubled its revenue annually. Currently, Picnic serves 250,000 registered customers, with another 70,000 people on the waiting list. The organization developed in line with the rapid expansion of customers and revenue. The total number of FTE’s increased to around 250 at the headquarters, from just 10 FTE’s in 2015.

Picnic expects the high growth of online groceries to continue and plans to become the market leader in this area. Experts estimate that from 2012 to 2020, the online grocery market will have grown by 800% (See figure 3). This means that on average the market grows by 30% annually. This vision is shared by the Picnic management. One of the founders, Michiel Muller states “I believe you will start doing a lot of things online. It (market share of online groceries) could easily go up to 20 or 30 percent, which is an enormous shift in such a huge market.” (MarketingFacts 2019)

![Figure 3 - Estimated growth in share of online sales per category in the Netherlands](image)

Structure of the organization
The Picnic organization is structured in dedicated teams, supported by so-called platform teams. There are important dependencies throughout the organization, as Picnic handles all distribution and logistics themselves.

**Sketch of dependencies**
The dependencies are best explained by a sketch of what happens when a customer places an order:

1. When a customer is shopping in the app, he only can order only the products that can certainly be shipped to him the next day. This means that the app has to talk to the backend and forecasting models about this availability. When the customer finishes the order, an employee in the warehouse will pick the right products, using dedicated Picnic warehouse software. The crate will then be sent to the hub, where a Picnic delivery man will take it to the customer. When the customer has complaints about his order, he will contact Customer Success via de store app. The app allows him to take a picture of products that have issues, such as fruit that is not ripe. The CS team will provide feedback to the relevant department about what should be improved.

The store team is part of the Tech team, that roughly encompasses all technology built by Picnic. The team reports to CEO Joris Beckers. Other important stakeholders for the store team are:

- Trading team
- Merchandising team
- Back-end team
- Data engineering team
- Growth team

The teams and interdependencies are visualized in figure 4 on the next page.

**Positive impact of Picnic**
In order to decide if this thesis contributes to the design for our future paradigm, the impact Picnic has on its users and society must be considered. Picnic has a positive impact in four ways:

1. **Increasing the amount of free time**
Dutch people spend up to 5 hours a week (ING 2015) doing groceries. By using Picnic, customers can reduce the time they spend on grocery shopping, creating more spare time.

2. **Saving money for customer**
Due to the low prices, and more deliberate shopping process that keeps users from making impulse purchases, customers save money by using Picnic.

3. **Reducing food waste**
Picnic knows what products its customers want the next day. Therefore, it does not have to hold stock, and products can thus not go past their expiry date. This reduces the food waste a Picnic customer generates with around 30% (Engelen R. 2018).

4. **Reducing CO2 emissions**
Picnic’s electric distribution vehicles reduce CO2 and particulate matters emissions, as compared to customers shopping by car, or non-electric delivery vehicles.

Due to these reasons, a successful retention strategy will not only be worthwhile for Picnic, but also for its customers and society as a whole.
1.2 COMPANY CONTEXT

Picnic’s brand

The solution this thesis proposes must be in line with Picnic’s brand image. Picnic is building the image of a friendly local milkman. When delivering groceries at home, it is of the utmost importance that your customers trust you. Therefore, the delivery vehicles are small and friendly looking.

All communication to customers is informal and playful. The delivery boys and girls (from now on referred to as Runners) are recruited on good communication skills and a friendly appearance.

Figure 5 - A friendly Picnic runner delivering groceries

Figure 6 - The friendly looking EPV

1.3 PRODUCT CONTEXT

As mentioned before, Picnic is an online-only grocer. This means that groceries can only be bought via the smartphone app, which is called the Store. This store is the product this thesis focusses on.

Navigating the store

The store consists of four main elements shown in figure 7: (1) the storefront, (2) the search section with a vertical tree of all categories, (3) the shopping basket and (4) the customer’s personal profile.

The storefront is divided into theme pages, mostly organized around product type. In this way navigating Picnic resembles the aisles of a physical supermarket.

These theme pages are called L1 pages. Apart from distinctions on product type, there are also level 1 pages such as promotions (“Acties”), previously purchased page (“Besteld”) and pages for specific events or holidays such as Easter. One level of detail deeper into the L1, there are L2 and L3 categories as shown in figure 8. These are used to group products into more specific sets.

Figure 7 - The four elements of the Picnic store

Figure 8 - The flow to the detail page of bananas
1.3 PRODUCT CONTEXT

Usage patterns of store
Picnic defines two main types of purchases users make in the app:
• Basics: Products a customer buys regularly, these will show up in his purchases ("besteld") page.
• Outliers: Products a customer buys less often. These can be products the user knows he needs (explicit need), or products he doesn’t know he needs or wants (latent needs).

The basics and outliers are purchased via different ways, corresponding to the elements mentioned before. This distinction is visualised in Figure 9:

![Figure 9 - Type of purchase per element in the store](image)

Products for which the user has an explicit, but ill-defined need are purchased mostly via the category tree. However, this tree always leads to the L3/L1 categories. Therefore, it currently cannot be measured separately. The four ways of shopping, and the percentage of products that is added through these ways is visualized in the figure 10. These percentages are the average for 5th orders in 2018.

![Figure 10 - Visualization of how products are added to the user’s basket](image)

Customer journey
In the customer journey of Picnic, six major steps are used in Picnic’s working definition.

1. Start
   The awareness about Picnic triggers the user to start searching for the Picnic app. Either online or via the Appstore

2. Download:
   The app is downloaded by the user. He needs to fill out his personal details. Then he will get a spot on the waiting list, see next definition.

3. Waiting list:
   Picnic has this step to ensure quality of service and predict and influence demand better. During the time on the waiting list, the user will get so called “wachtverzachters”. These are free products offered as a compensation for having to wait.

4. Invite:
   After a while, the user is invited to the guestlist. This invite is a message telling the user that he can now shop in the Picnic app. The “wacht-verzachters” will stay in the basket of the newly invited customer for four weeks.

5. Shopping
   After receiving the invite the user can turn to the store and start shopping for groceries. Generally, users need about 8 sessions to compile their order. A session is defined as the process of opening the app and interacting with it, before closing it again. The order needs to be placed before 22:00 to receive the groceries the next day.

6. Receiving groceries
   Somewhere in the next few days, according to the delivery slot choice of the user, the groceries will be delivered at the door of the customer. This happens within a 20-minute timeframe, with an on-time delivery rate of roughly 90%.

The high-level customer journey of a Picnic customer is visualized below (Figure 11). This is an ideal journey, known as the “happy flow”. This means that in this journey nothing goes wrong and the customer places a next order after going through the loop of the first order.

![Figure 11 - The Picnic customer journey](image)
1.4 SCOPE OF PROJECT

Increasing customer retention is an important business challenge for Picnic, involving multiple teams throughout the entire customer journey. In this thesis the challenge is tackled within a limited solution area. This area will be explored in this chapter.

The Picnic Store

Although we will look at the entire context of the Picnic company, the focus of this thesis is the consumer facing app, or the “store” as it is called internally at Picnic. The store can be broken down in two components: The functionality, and the content. With functionality, we mean everything a user can do in the app. The content, on the other hand, are the products and promotions a user can find in the store. These two components form the basis of the customer experience in the app. Within Picnic, the store team is responsible for developing the functionality, whereas the content is provided by the trading and merchandising team. These teams work closely together.

Focus on specific part of the customer journey

This project will focus on converting the users who first open the app, into active customers. This part of the customer journey is the domain of the store team and is most relevant for increasing conversion levels. We define active customers as users that have placed 5 orders or more with Picnic, as these customers are highly likely to keep ordering. Therefore, we do not focus on customers that have placed more than five orders.

Focus on the Dutch market

This project will focus on the Dutch market, as this is the market in which Picnic realizes most of its revenue. In addition to that, the Dutch market is the most advanced for online groceries in Europe (FD 2019). Focussing on one geographical market is essential, as there are significant differences in grocery preferences and attitudes towards online shopping and data sharing across countries (Dijksterhuis et al 2005).

Focus on competition with physical supermarkets

New customers of Picnic mostly come from physical supermarkets, rather than other online grocers. This is mainly due to the fact that online shopping has only been available since recently. This finding is supported by the trends in our mature hubs. In an interview, CEO J. Beckers stated that: “When we started in Amersfoort, the online market was only 1% of the total grocery market. Now we have a 5% market share. That is five times the size of the market before we got started!”

This remark was confirmed recently by GFK, that states that in Picnic’s delivery areas, the online grocery market is substantially bigger than the nation-wide average (GFK 2019).

This means that Picnic most important competition are not necessarily online grocers, but rather the normal supermarket around the corner. Picnic’s challenge is to create a market for online groceries rather than beating other players in that market. Although this thesis will take online competitors into account, the main focus will be on converting customers from physical supermarkets.
1.5 PROBLEM STATEMENT

The main challenge for Picnic on the customer-facing side is to increase the conversion from registrations into loyal customers. Loyal customers are called active customers internally. An active customer is defined as someone who has placed at least five orders with Picnic.

High percentage of households is interested in Picnic’s value proposition

In areas where Picnic is active, roughly half of the households downloads the app, and registers for Picnic service¹. This indicates that a large percentage of potential users are interested in Picnic, or at least curious. The high percentage of households that registers with Picnic provides the company with an interesting business opportunity.

Sub-optimal conversion

In order to reap the rewards of this competitive advantage, and to run a profitable business, these registrations have to be converted into active customers. In 2018, 14% of registrations converts to an active customers within 10 weeks. This means that 86% is not converted to active customers, and thus not retained as user.

Reasons for sub-optimal conversion to active users

A high number of potential customers is thus interested in Picnic’s service, but most of them somehow do not change their way of grocery shopping. This thesis aims to find out why, and how to overcome these challenges by building a better store.

Insights that already lived in the company, preliminary desk research on grocery shopping, and informal interviews revealed the main problem of the challenge: Grocery shopping is a habitual consumption, and Picnic’s way of doing groceries shakes up that habit. Although this new way of grocery shopping might be more efficient and pleasant, it is still very challenging for humans to change behaviour.

Groceries are a habitual consumption

Purchasing groceries has become one of the most habitual types of consumption in the western world. This is due to three key characteristics of grocery shopping.

1. Groceries are a high frequency purchases
   With an average frequency of between two and four times per week (ING 2015), groceries are one of the highest frequency purchases.

2. Grocery purchases have limited variability over time
   The products in the average grocery basket are relatively similar over time.

3. The behaviour of grocery shopping is trained over a long period of time
   Most people have experienced the process of doing groceries ever since they were young. They went shopping for groceries together with their parents, and after some time start doing groceries themselves. Most Dutch people have years of experience in doing groceries.

Due to the combination of high frequency, limited variability, and extensive experience, doing groceries often requires minimal conscious thought for most people. This means it is a very habitual purchase, which is defined as: “An automatic behavioural response triggered by a situational stimulus without being preceded by a cognitive analysis process.” (Aarts et al 1998). Or put more simply: automatic behaviour that occurs with little cognitive thought.

Habits are hard to change

There are good reasons why habits are formed. It allows the brain to automate some process and dedicate the energy that frees up to new, more cognitively demanding tasks (Kahneman 2011), of which it can take on only one at the time, and a limited number during a day. There are, however, big downsides to this system. It prevents us from forming better habits, as our brains are set on maintaining the old ones.

Main changes in grocery shopping process

Picnic hopes to change the grocery habits of registered users. Currently, online grocery shopping with Picnic is fundamentally different than the traditional way of grocery shopping¹. The three main differences are:

1. New way of shopping
   Picnic customers can only shop with an app, as explained in section 2.2. This means that they have limited overview of the assortment, miss spatial reminders, and have limited sensory feedback, such as smell.

2. Time difference
   Picnic’s customers face a large time difference between the moment ordering their groceries and the delivery moment. On average this takes about 18 hours. This means that the customer must switch to a planned process.

3. New and smaller assortment
   Picnic does not offer the exact same assortment as the dominant supermarkets in the Netherlands. The company also offers less SKU’s. This means that customers might have to switch away from their favorite products to be able to shop at Picnic.

Design challenge

to successfully order groceries at Picnic customers need to learn a new grocery shopping habit. In order to form this habit, the customers need to adapt to a new way of shopping, with different products and other planning requirements. Consequently, the design challenge of this thesis is:

To increase retention for Picnic by creating a habit-forming Picnic store.

References

1. See Appendix H.3 for a full comparison of customer journeys
2. Retention is defined as the conversion from registered user into active customer (more than five orders)
This chapter provides the theoretical foundation of this thesis. It focuses on retention and the dimension that drive retention. After this, the relation of habits and retention is explored. This chapter then defines how habits are formed.

In this chapter:
- 2.1 Retention
- 2.2 Relation of habit and retention
- 2.3 Habit formation
2.1 RETENTION

Picnic’s revenue growth is driven by three factors:
1. The number of new customers the company manages to attract,
2. The degree of retention of existing customers,
3. The number of orders these customers place.

The number of customers Picnic manages to attract is not the problem, nor is it the focus of the store team. The retention however is.

---

Defining retention
Retention is the rate at which customers keep using a product or service, and thereby remain part of the customer base. In this thesis, the retention rate is defined as the rate at which users keep ordering at Picnic over a 10 week period.

Chen and Ht (2005) define two drivers for retention:
1. Product quality
2. Switching costs
   - The (perceived) utility of using a product
   - The (perceived) costs of switching to another product.

This means that a firm can be successful at retaining customers either because they offer a superior product (at least for a subset of consumers) or because they have high switching costs (also known as lock-in).

---

Defining product quality
Product (or service) quality, or perceived utility, of the product is the other main driver of customer retention. There are four factors that influence the perception of a product's quality (Sweeney, Soutor 2001):
1. Quality
   - The product should be of high quality and is expected to perform consistently.
2. Emotional benefits
   - The product should lead to enjoyment for the user, it should make him feel good, safe and secure, and it should provide pleasure.
3. Price
   - The product should be reasonably priced and should provide good value for money.
4. Social benefits
   - The product should help the user feel accepted, improve the way the user is perceived by its peers and help him make a good impression. Other people should give the user social approval.

It must be stated that perceived utility is highly subjective and varies significantly between individuals.

---

Defining switching costs
Switching costs are the real or perceived costs of changing the provider of a product or service. The online grocery market has relatively high acquisition costs and low contribution margin per order (McKinsey 2017 & internal Picnic data). Profitability in this market is therefore driven by the size of the customer base and customer retention, which is partly defined by switching costs. This means that it is essential for Picnic to transform customers switching from physical stores into loyal customers, as it is less likely customers will switch after becoming active customers at other online grocers.

As Shapiro and Varian 1999 put it: 
"You just cannot compete effectively in the information economy unless you know how to identify, measure and understand switching costs and map strategy accordingly."

Switching costs, in turn, can be driven by:
1. Search costs
2. Transaction costs
3. Network effects and compatibility
4. Learning costs
5. Complementary investments
6. Psychological costs of switching

Drivers of switching costs
Klemperer (1995) defines the following drivers of switching costs:
1. Search costs
   - The cost of finding a new service provider, and ensuring it provides the service level you are looking for.
2. Transaction costs
   - The cost that switching service providers requires. This exists of the cost required to initiate a new relationship and terminate the old one.
3. Network effects and compatibility
   - When users demand compatibility with other users. In the presence of these effects, users benefit from using the product with the most users. This also holds true for supermarkets, where in theory the company with most users can carry the most SKUs and thereby have the most appealing assortment for users.
4. Learning costs
   - The cost of learning to use new products. This involves all the money, time and effort spent with the competing service provider. These are sunk costs and non-transferable from one relationship to another.
5. Complementary investments
   - Many information products require complements to be useful. Facebook for instance would be useless without friends and thus content and the utility of Spotify increases after creating your own playlist and after the algorithms learn your preferences. These are all complements created by use. These complements are a powerful driver of switching costs.
6. Psychological costs of switching
   - Non-economic “brand loyalty”, meaning loyalty to a brand without rational reason for it, or the uncertainty about the quality of the new service provider.

The aforementioned drivers are all relevant to Picnic, and the strategy should be mapped accordingly. The only exception to this are transaction costs, as there are no costs involved in initiating or terminating relationships with grocers.

---

Figure 14 - Customer life-time model (McClure, 2017)
### 2.1 RETENTION

#### Relevance of retention in general
Customer retention is considered by both scholars and practitioners to be one of the critical success factors for retail businesses with its implications for cost savings, profitability and business growth.

- **Cost savings**
  - In general, the cost of acquiring new customers is five to seven times that of retaining existing customers (Doyle, 2003).
- **Profitability**
  - Furthermore, retained customers enhance profitability as they have a lower sensitivity to price changes (Doyle, 2003).
- **Business growth**
  - In order to understand how retention drives business growth, McClure (2017) customer life-time model is used. Based on this model, Picnic’s revenue is a function of the number of customers acquired, the retention rates, and the number of orders per customer. This means that higher retention rates directly translate into business growth. In addition to that, retained customers have a higher likelihood of referring new customers (Doyle, 2003).

#### Relevance for Picnic
Retention is highly relevant for Picnic as retaining customers is an necessity to run an profitable business, increasing the retention rate provides an interesting business opportunity, and there is still upward potential to achieve this increase.

#### Necessity for business model
Based on the average contribution per order at Picnic, customers should place a minimum of three orders for Picnic to break even on that specific customer. This calculation does not include other investments, capital costs and overhead. In addition to that, retained customers have a higher likelihood of referring new customers (Doyle, 2003).

#### Business opportunity of increasing retention
Estimations based on customer data models of Picnic show that a 1% increase in retention leads to a 4% increase in revenue. This multiplier effect makes investments in retaining customers an interesting business opportunity. In the aforementioned calculation, the lower price sensitivity found by Doyle (2003) was not taken into consideration.

#### Upward potential in Picnic’s retention rates
It is likely that significant increase in retention can be achieved. By benchmarking Picnic’s retention rate against eCommerce average, and elite (90th percentile), it can be concluded that while Picnic’s retention rates are above industry average, they are still roughly half of that of top-performers.

---

#### Relevance in online shopping
Customer retention is an even more challenging issue in the context of online shopping, where competition is generally stronger, due to the absence of geographical limitations and the fact that switching costs are minimal (Anderson et al., 2003). When a habit is formed around a product, switching cost away from this product and towards alternatives will increase. The perceived learning costs of other alternative products will increase the switching costs towards these products. The customer has now invested time and effort in acquiring the habit associated with the product. The costs of this investment are sunk into the specific product and non-transferable to alternatives. In addition to that, the psychological switching costs will increase, as the customer is unsure if alternatives can offer similar product quality.

### 2.2 RELATION BETWEEN RETENTION AND HABIT

Several empirical studies (Murray & Haubl, 2005) show that strong habits lead to higher retention. Researchers such as Quinn and Wood (2005) consider habit as an important factor in explaining repeated purchases.

#### Defining habit
Habits are defined as ‘situation-behaviour sequences that are or have become automatically, the individual is usually not conscious of these sequences’ (Triandis, 1980, p. 214). The concept of habit represents the behavioural tendency to repeat previous actions. Habits are developed “through frequent performance in a stable context” (Ouellette & Wood, 1998). It can be viewed as an automatic behavioural response triggered by a situational stimulus without being preceded by a cognitive analysis process (Aarts et al., 1998). In other words, habitual behaviours require minimal conscious thoughts, thereby enabling individuals to conserve their limited mental resources (Bargh & Ferguson, 2000).

#### How habit drives retention
In the previous section, retention was defined as a function of perceived utility and switching costs. Habit influences both these drivers.

#### Influence of habit on perceived utility
When a habit is formed around a product, the perceived quality of that product will increase. This is due to two reasons:

1. **Habit influences actual utility**
   - By creating a habit around using a product, the use will become easier and the perceived utility will thus increase. This is similar to visiting a new supermarket. The first time, learning will take place. After a couple of visits, visitors know the lay-out of the store and might have developed a preferred route that helps them shop faster and more pleasant (Kahn & MacAlister, 1997).

2. **Habit influences affect towards a behaviour or product**
   - Repeated behaviour and exposure to products or people automatically evokes an emotional response to this behaviour, known as affect (Triandis, 1971). This is known as the mere exposure effect (Zajonc, 1968). A body of research states that habit is a major driver of affect (Limayem & Hirt, 2003).

#### Influence of habit on switching costs
By increasing the perceived utility and switching costs, creating a habit is the key driver in increasing the retention of customers. This is inline with the findings of Triandis (1971) who states that “when a customer has acquired a habit of a certain behaviour, he is more likely to repeat that same behaviour in the future, than others without such a habit.”
### 2.3 Habit Formation

As mentioned in the previous chapter, habits drive retention. This chapter focuses on how habits are formed around products and services. It establishes a theoretical model that serves as the theoretical foundation of this thesis.

Before going into specific models, it should be stated that human behavior is complex and there are numerous models to explain human behavior and thus habit. This thesis will make use of models that are widely recognized and easy to understand. These two preconditions are set to make implementation in the Picnic organization easier.

#### Model of habit formation

One of the most widely accepted models to explain habit formation is introduced by Fogg (2010). Fogg states that habits are created when both frequency and perceived utility are both high enough.

Frequency is defined as how often a certain behavior occurs. For the purposes of this thesis, this behavior equals the interaction with the Picnic store. Perceived utility, or product quality, is the first section of this chapter.

Habits occur across both dimensions. This means that some habits involve high frequency interaction, whereas others have a far lower frequency.

#### Examples of habits with different frequencies

Examples of habits with different frequencies are shopping at Coolblue, where the frequency is relatively low, but the perceived utility is high, making it a habit for a lot of people to shop via Coolblue.

Searching on Google on the other hand, has a lower perceived utility but occurs more often. This also allows a habit to form.

The higher on the frequency and utility dimension, the stronger the habit. These type of habits are behaviors that will occur almost certainly such as brushing your teeth.

#### Structure of habits

Habits are built over time and generally require a certain frequency to form. This thesis uses Eyal’s Hooked model (2016) as a framework for the distinct elements that make up a habit. This model consists of four elements:

1. **The trigger**
   - Something that drives a person to use the product.

2. **The action**
   - The simplest behavior a user can take in anticipation of a reward.

3. **A (variable) reward**
   - Something that fulfills the need of the user, but at the same time leaves the user with a desire for more.

4. **An investment by the user**
   - A “bit of work” the user has to perform, to increase the likelihood of returning and to make the product better for the next go-round.

#### The trigger

Two classes of triggers are distinguished: internal and external. External triggers are obvious cues to action. They contain the information about what to do next within them. A good example is a button with the text “buy now”. Internal triggers on the other hand work differently. The next action is prompted by an association in the mind of the user. Types of internal triggers are: spaces, places, routines, behaviors, people and emotions. Both classes of triggers predict behavior in a relatively reliable manner. The emotions that trigger users to perform an action are most often negative.

#### Triggers for Picnic users

In the table below, a preliminary overview of triggers for Picnic customers is provided. Different triggers might apply for different customers. These triggers were derived from customer interviews, and observations of Picnic’s communication to customers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>External triggers</th>
<th>External triggers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Advertising</td>
<td>• Planning your week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Word-of-mouth</td>
<td>• Empty shelves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• App icon on phone</td>
<td>• Being out of milk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Push message</td>
<td>• Feeling hungry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• E-mail</td>
<td>• Finding a recipe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Seeing the EPV drive by in your street</td>
<td>• Deciding what to eat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Bubble on app icon</td>
<td>• Purchasing products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Receiving products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Consuming products</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The action
The action is the simplest behaviour in anticipation of a reward. The dynamics of the action phase in Eyal’s habit model is captured in the Behaviour Model by Fogg (2010).

Behaviour = Motivation + Ability + Trigger

This means that for a behaviour to occur, both the user's motivation and ability need to be sufficient and an appropriate trigger needs to be present.

Example of behaviour model equations
The formula for actions is best explained by an example: A phone call.
When your lover calls, you want to pick up, that’s motivation. By simply swiping right you can pick up your phone, that is ability. However, you need to hear your phone ring, or see an incoming call on your screen in order to know that you are receiving a call from your lover, that’s your trigger. This equation changes as someone else calls you, for example your boss, causing motivation to drop. Or you might be driving, which decreases your ability to pick up your phone.

Fogg’s model provides us with a useful way to think about behaviour and how to enable users to successfully perform the target behaviour. The previous section discussed triggers, and the next will explore motivation and ability.

Motivation: The energy for action
Motivation is the energy for action. A great deal of variance in this energy among Picnic’s customer group can be expected. Eyal identifies the following drivers for motivation:
1. Seeking pleasure
2. Avoiding pain
3. Seeking hope
4. Avoiding fear
5. Seeking social acceptance
6. Avoiding social rejection

These are universal drivers of human behaviour (Wahba, 1976). Sometimes this motivation will be based on rational thought (cognition), while on other occasions, the motivation will be mainly driven by irrational thoughts (affect).

Ability: How difficult a behaviour is to perform
This again will vary among users. Eyal identifies the following drivers for ability:
1. Cost
   How much time, money, physical efforts, brain cycles (the more difficult to understand, the less likely to people are to use it).
2. Social deviance
   Do others like me do it?
3. Non-routine, practice
   The more the user performs an action, the easier this action will become.

In-app behaviour data shows in the conversion percentages for each subtask. This is a relatively steady decline, meaning there is not one point where all customers are stopped in their tracks. It is interesting to see that of all the customers that added enough products to their basket to reach the €25 order limit, only half of them places an order.

Actions for Picnic users
The key actions we want Picnic customer to take is to place an order. This exists of two sub-process: shopping and checking out. In order to place an order, users should perform at least 5 sub-actions, visualised in the customer journey below.

Confidential
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The reward
Users perform their actions because they expect and desire a reward. These rewards can be divided into the three following categories:

1. Social rewards
   This type of reward comes from other people. Examples of these rewards are feeling good for someone else, competing and cooperating with peers, and receiving recognition and praise from others.

2. Search for resources
   These rewards can be food and resources such as money or information. The search part is emphasized, because the effort increases the perceived reward. Eyal calls these rewards “the reward of the hunt”.

3. Search for self-achievement
   The third reward is in the search for self-achievement. Examples of this are mastery, competency and consistency.

All of these rewards feel good to the user and have a sense of mystery. Olds and Minner (1954) have showed that these rewards activate a part of the brain called “Nucleus accumbens”. This area is mainly activated by good deals, certain things people really want to buy, love, food and technology. In habit forming technologies, it’s more about wanting the reward rather than actually getting it.

Rewards for Picnic users
Picnic can provide rewards to its users in all aforementioned categories. Social rewards might come from recognition and praise for having nice food in stock, or for cooking a delicious meal. In terms of resources, Picnic users might be rewarded by finding their favourite products in the store, or products they did not expect to be there. In terms of self-achievement, users might derive a feeling of competence when successfully performing (sub) tasks in the Picnic app.

The investment
This is where the user does a bit of work in anticipation of future rewards. This increases the likelihood of the user making the next pass through the loop. If this happens often enough, a habit will be formed. Two ways of investing are identified: (1) loading the next trigger and (2) storing value.

Investments for Picnic users
Loading the next trigger can be for example downloading an app or allowing push messages. Storing value means improving the product by your use. Ways of doing so are by creating content, data, a reputation or followers. This value will make the app better for the next go round.

Conclusion
Fogg proposed that habits are formed when both the perceived utility and frequency of interaction are high enough. Although habits can be formed on different frequencies of interaction, a higher frequency generally results in a stronger habit. This means that apart from increasing the perceived utility by improving the app for users, the store team should focus on increasing the frequency with which users interact with the store. Eyal’s habit model is used to provide a theoretical foundation to think about habit creation. According to this model, habits consist of a delicate combination of triggers, actions, rewards and investments. Finally, Fogg’s Behaviour Model helps to understand when behaviors, or actions as they are defined in Eyal’s habit model, occur.

Figure 21 - Visual overview of how the theory in this chapter is connected
CHAPTER 3
USER RESEARCH

3.0
This chapter identifies the drivers of a successful Picnic habit. These are based on extensive quantitative and qualitative user research.

In this chapter:
1. Early market
2. Focus on families
3. Segmentation based on desired outcomes
This chapter explores what type of customers have successfully formed a Picnic habit, and thereby make up Picnic’s early market. By identifying the types of users that are more likely to become successful Picnic users, drivers of a successful Picnic habit can be defined. These drivers will be used in the proposed design for the Picnic store.

New technologies and services diffuse through a population of potential buyers over time. Picnic has captured an estimated market share of 3.8% of the total grocery market in the areas where the company delivers. According to the Technology Diffusion Model proposed by Rogers (1964) this means that Picnic’s customer base consists of mainly innovators. The market share of 3.8%, however, is based on the total grocery market. This would assume that over time, all customers will adopt the new technology. This is unlikely for the technology or service of online groceries, where estimations range from 8% to 20% market share in the foreseeable future (GFK 2018, McKinsey 2018).

If the upper limit of these estimations is used, it would mean Picnic has already acquired a 19% market share of the total addressable market (3.8% * (100%/20%) = 19%). That would mean that Picnic is starting to move from the early market, consisting of innovators and early adopters, to the mature market.

These two markets have distinct characteristics. Moore (1999) states that the early market is generally positive towards new technologies. This group is constantly seeking out new innovations for the sake of innovation and a perceived benefit. This does not hold true for the mature market. This group is generally sceptical towards new technologies; they need clear and proven productivity gains and plenty of support (Moore 1999).

Picnic’s customer base roughly matches the definition of the early market provided by Moore and Rogers. In performed qualitative research it was found that the majority of the customer base is relatively young and technology savvy. In addition to that, the majority of the group is willing to participate in the creation of Picnic’s service, either by answering surveys, sending in assortment requests, or participating in user testing and other co-creation workshops. This is consistent with the notion of Moore (1999): This group of customers wants to be involved in the creation of the product.

The main reasons indicated by users for not converting are the relatively small assortment, inconvenient process of ordering, the price and the limited spread of available delivery slots. In interviews with users, it was found that especially the small assortment and limited number of available delivery slots were challenges that applied to all Picnic customers.

Picnic’s early market has both a high motivation and high ability. Despite these general challenges a significant share of customers within the aforementioned group has placed at least 5 orders. The fact that they have placed 5 orders means that they went through the loop of the habit model at least 5 times. Therefore, both their motivation and ability must be high enough for them to end up above the action line. This line is the threshold that needs to be crossed in order to successfully complete an action.

The action in this case is placing an order with Picnic. This action consists of the following sub-actions: downloading and registering, shopping, check-out and receiving groceries (as defined in the customer journey in section 3.3.).

The customers who are above the action line have relatively high motivation and relatively high ability to use Picnic. However, the extent and drivers of their motivation and ability differ between customers. Although no customer is exactly the same, a handful of general characteristics that drive the early market’s high motivation and high ability were found. It must be emphasized that individual customers do not necessarily have to possess all of these characteristics, but they have a mixture of at least some of them.

1. See appendix B.1. For full calculation
2. See appendix B.2. For more information

---

1. See appendix B.2. For more information
3.1 EARLY MARKET

High motivation
Through qualitative research, the following characteristics that drive a relatively high motivation to use Picnic were found.

1. Time constrained
The customers in Picnic’s early market are more time constrained than the average Dutch person. They have busy lives, with demanding jobs, children or other time-consuming hobbies. Because this group has a limited amount of spare time, this time becomes extra valuable for them. This increases the motivation to gain more time by adapting a more time-efficient grocery habit.

“Picnic is a real time saver for me! Now I can spend more time with my children.”

2. Physical limitations
A relatively large share of the interviewed customers indicated some kind of physical limitations. Examples of these limitations are a permanent handicap (such as a broken leg), limited mobility (for example with elderly people), the supermarket being relatively far away, or not having a car available for heavy groceries. These are all factors that increases the difficulty for users to go to a physical supermarket. This in turn increases the motivation for these users to look for an alternative way of getting their groceries into their homes.

“I don’t have a car, so it’s perfect for the heavy groceries!”

3. Negative supermarket experience
The third characteristic that is frequently observed in this group is that their supermarket experience is more negative than the average Dutch consumer. There are multiple, and varying reasons for this. The customers might have young children, that apparently influence the supermarket experience very negatively. Other customers are annoyed by the impulse purchases they make when shopping at a physical supermarket. A third reason is that this group of people dislikes crowded and noisy places. Finally, some customers indicated that they are dissatisfied with the service level of physical supermarkets.

“Have you ever tried taking kids to the supermarket?”

High ability
Within the same qualitative research, the following characteristics that drive a high ability to use Picnic were found.

1. Ability to plan
The customers in Picnic’s early market have an above average ability to plan ahead. The ability to plan is a cognitive skill and highly varies across individuals. This customer group generally acknowledges that they are relatively good at planning.

“Haha, yes my friends would describe me as quite the planner!”

2. Predictable life
A large share of the customers in Picnic’s early market lead a more predictable life than most people. This is driven by a high need for order and routine, or by other factors such as having children with fixed weekly events to which the parents’ schedule should be adapted. Another reason for a more predictable is having a pet such as a dog, which requires the customer to walk the dog multiple times a day, increasing the predictability of your life. This effect can also be observed in Picnic’s purchase data, where dog owners have larger basket sizes and purchase more frequently compared to customers that do not own a dog.

“I started using Picnic when I started Fajah Lourens’ Killer body diet. Back then, it worked really well, but now I have finished the diet it has become harder!”

3. Guidance in food
The third reason that early customers have a relatively high ability is the degree of guidance they get in their food consumption and purchase. Guidance is defined as external help in deciding what to eat, and to a lesser extent when to eat this. The customers were mainly guided by cooking books and specific diets. Intuitively it makes sense that customers who are told what to eat by either a cooking book, or a diet, have less difficulty in selecting and ordering products at Picnic. This is harder for people with less well-defined needs, as the Picnic store and the related shopping process are unfamiliar to the user.

“I started using Picnic when I started Fajah Lourens’ Killer body diet. Back then, it worked really well, but now I have finished the diet it has become harder!”

Tech saviness not considered
In these characteristics the tech-saviness of customers is left out of consideration. This has two reasons: First, registered customers have already successfully installed the app and registered, which is an indication that they have sufficient digital literacy. Secondly, the app is fairly easy to use. It only requires only the most basic interactions with smartphones. Therefore, it is unlikely that people who can’t currently use it due to limited digital literacy will be able to use the product anytime soon.

Combination of drivers
These are the different drivers of successful Picnic habits. Our early market has at least some of the characteristics. People who cannot successfully shop at Picnic lack these characteristics or have them to a lesser extent.
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Majority of Picnic’s early customers are families
Of this group of early customers, the household composition of most customers is that of a family, with at least one adult and one child.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Households composition</th>
<th>Share of customers</th>
<th>Share of deliveries</th>
<th>Share of revenue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Families</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Couples</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singles</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 26 - Different households' types and their impact on Picnic. Unindicated and outliers are filtered out. For the period 01-04-2018 until 01-06-2019

Families are overrepresented in Picnic’s customer base
These numbers are far higher than the Dutch average, where only 32% of the households are families. In the total Dutch grocery market, families account for 39.5% of all revenue (GfK 2018). This shows us that Picnic’s customer base is heavily skewed towards families.

Families have high motivation and ability
The fact that a large group of families performs the target action of ordering groceries via Picnic, means that this group has both a motivation and ability.

For the first order, the conversion rate of 41% indicates that 41% of families that register has a high enough motivation and ability. This allows us to plot the group of families on Fogg’s behaviour model.

The characteristics that positively influence these dimensions, and thereby a successful Picnic habit that we defined in 9.3, are very often found in families. They are time-constrained, and experience going to the supermarket more negative than others. In addition to that, this group has developed an ability to plan, and their lives are relatively predictable.

Conclusion
Picnic is mainly working well for families, as they have both high motivation and ability to order their groceries at Picnic. However, a large group of families is not ordering their groceries at Picnic yet. Therefore, Picnic should focus the development of their product on families in order to increase retention.

3.2 FOCUS ON FAMILIES

The service that Picnic offers works the best for families. Generally speaking, their behaviours and needs are the most compatible with Picnic’s value proposition. This is proven by the significantly higher conversion rates of this subgroup of customers.

Families are the most profitable customers
In addition to having the highest conversion rates, families also place the highest value orders. Making this group even more interesting to focus on from a business perspective.
3.2 FOCUS ON FAMILIES

Picnic’s growth potential among families

Although families are already our most important customer, there is still a huge potential in this market segment. Right now, only 35% of the families in the areas where Picnic delivers have registered with Picnic¹, if we take the conversion rate of 17% this would mean that around 6% of all families in the areas where Picnic delivers becomes an active customer. This group of active families is estimated to purchase roughly 20% of their groceries at Picnic. This means that Picnic’s active family customers account for 2% of the annual grocery spend of all families in Picnic’s delivery area. Another 1% is added by sales to non-active families.

Challenges in adopting Picnic for families

Based on a combination of interviews, surveys and analysis of in-app behaviour, the main challenges for families for using Picnic were defined.

Groceries are crucial in organizing family life

The main challenges families face when shopping for groceries is that groceries are a crucial part in organizing family life. If something goes wrong in this process, families have a far greater problem than other groups of users. They need to feed their children at very specific times, and are often too constrained in time, or ability to go to the supermarket to be able to shop for missing products last minute. So, the stakes in doing groceries for families are high.

Limited time and cognitive energy available

However, this group has only limited time and cognitive energy available to spend on doing groceries. Therefore, this group forms strong routines that allow them to shop for groceries in more efficient ways.

Strong routines are hard to change

Because of these strong routines, families have a hard time adopting their grocery habits to Picnic. The two main challenges herein lie in 1) aligning the family’s weekly schedule with Picnic’s delivery slots, and 2) finding inspiration for what to eat for dinner via an app, instead the familiar physical supermarket.

Specific intended user

Picnic’s store team should focus its product development efforts on its main intended user: Families. This does not mean that its app cannot cater to the needs of other subsets of our customers, but it means that it is not the focus. The strategy of designing for one specific intended user is common practice in the design industry. It provides more insight, focus and inspiration and leads to stronger results (Van Boeijen et al, 2014).

1. If we assume that the percentage of households with children in Picnic’s delivery areas is the same as the Dutch average.
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Although families share a large number of characteristics that make them more likely to successfully form a habit around shopping at Picnic, significant differences exist within this group. This chapter seeks the different types of customers within that group, and the specific problems they face in shopping with Picnic. This distinction will help the Picnic store team to focus very precisely on solving the different types of problems these groups face.

Segmenting based on motivation and ability

This thesis defined the drivers of motivation and ability. As a result, Picnic's users can be segmented on these dimensions. The family segment is divided into four sub-segments. Segment 2, with both a high motivation and high ability is entirely above the action line. This means that this group is highly likely to perform the target behaviour if a sufficient trigger is present. Segment 1 and 3 only partly fall above the action line, meaning that only a small portion of this segment is successfully performs the target behaviour. Segment 4 falls outside of the action line entirely, meaning that none of the users in this group is likely to perform the target behaviour of placing an order with Picnic. This group is disregarded for now, as they are the least likely to convert to active customers anytime soon.

Translation to concrete segments

In order to translate the conceptual distinctions based on ability and motivation into actionable segments, the characteristics that drive ability and motivation defined in chapter 9 are used.

Segment 1

This segment has a high motivation but a lower ability. This means they are either time-constrained, face physical limitations or experience going to the supermarket very negatively. These factors can also come in a combination. Despite these motivation inducing factors, this group has a relatively low ability to plan, a not very predictable life, and lacks guidance in their food choices.

Segment 2

This segment has both high motivation and ability. This means they are either time-constrained, face physical limitations or experience going to the supermarket very negatively. In addition to that, this group has a high ability to plan, a predictable life, or a high degree of guidance in their food choices. The combination of these motivation and ability increasing factors makes this group very successful in shopping at Picnic.

Segment 3

This segment has a low motivation, but a high ability. The lack in motivation is explained by an absence of time-constraints, physical limitations or negative supermarket experiences. If this group would have this motivation, they could easily perform the target behaviour, as they have a high ability to plan, a relatively predictable life, or sufficient guidance in their food choices.

Connecting segments to actions

The segments defined in the previous section are helpful to understand Picnic’s different types of users, but aren’t actionable. This segments are made actionable by using the method of desired outcome statements (from now on referred to as DSO) (Ulwick 2009), which provides a useful framework to synthesize but quantitative and qualitative findings. The desired outcome statements method is built on the jobs to be done theory by Christensen (2007). Desired outcomes are “the metrics customers use to measure success when getting a job done”, making them stable over time.

By interviewing 30 Picnic users, deriving insights from two surveys (N=7500, and N=73), and hundreds of app reviews¹, the desired outcome statements of the aforementioned segments are created.

Figure 31 - Desired outcome-based segmentation of families

1. This research can be found in appendix B. User research
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Based on the segments introduced in the previous paragraph personas are created. These personas serve to guide the designers in solving the specific challenges for the different types of user.

Segment 1: Convenient outsourcing
This group of customers has a high motivation but a lower ability. The majority of this group has difficulty using Picnic, despite their high motivation to do so. This group is looking to conveniently outsource the process of grocery shopping. For this segment, Picnic is already making grocery shopping easier and less stressful. Picnic does so by providing guidance in the form of recipes, the reminders in the purchase page, and enabling user to shop when and where they want. This reduces the amount of thinking and energy required of the user. This guidance and flexibility is however still sub-optimal. The inability of this group to use Picnic can be overcome by facilitating a convenient way to outsource the process of grocery shopping.

Desired outcome
This group measures the success of the job of getting the right groceries to their homes with the following desired outcome statement: Minimize the number of cognitive decisions I have to take in order to get the right groceries to my home.

Characteristics
Most users in this group are weak planners with relatively unpredictable lives. This group also dislikes going to the supermarket. They live relatively far away from the supermarket and cannot easily take a car to get there. This group is also time constrained.

Typical users
These users are typically busy dual earners. This group seems to buy more convenience focused products.

Additional assumptions
Based on the interviews, I got the impressions that this segment prefers to not spend too much time on cooking. A part of this group indicated they order food at often uses takeaway.com in the survey and the group might have a somewhat lower than average income than the other two groups. This should be verified by studying the CBS data for the postal code areas where these people live.

Gain
This group’s biggest gain is to avoid planning and thinking about what to eat, and having to remember what products to buy. As these are all relatively hard and thus unpleasant activities for this segment.

Pain
The group’s biggest pain is having to think about their groceries too much. This causes stress and anxiety, and often leads to routine based choices.

Segment 2: Efficient control
This group of customers has both a high motivation and high ability. These customers are already able to use Picnic successfully, which shows from their high conversion rates and big basket sizes.

Picnic helps these users to be more time-efficient and in control. It does so by enabling them to shop more deliberately and form efficient routines. However, these users do not always feel like they are fully in control. Especially more experienced users in this group would like to adjust the app making its use more efficient for them. These customers should be given the power to build a very effective grocery routine. For this group, the challenge lies mainly in increasing the frequency of their orders, and not necessarily in converting them to five orders as they are already converting well.

Desired outcome
This group measures the success of the job of getting the right groceries to their homes with the following desired outcome statement: Minimize the time it takes to get the right groceries to my home.

Characteristics
These people are often strong planners with predictable lives. They dislike going to the supermarket for various reasons. Most of the time, they do not live close to the supermarket, and are often unable or unwilling to take the car to go there. The group is relatively time-constrained, which makes them value their time more.

Typical users
Typically, these users are young families. From interviews, this group appears to be very limited in the amount of free time they have available. In addition to that, this group is relatively tech savvy. Furthermore, this group is expected to buy healthier products than the average Picnic customer.

Additional assumptions
We hypothesize that this group prepares dinner the most often, rotating a limited number of recipes. This allows them to eat healthy food without having to break routine, and thereby spend more time on doing groceries. Services such as Hellofresh are likely to be a very good fit to these customers.
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Segment 3: Pleasant service

This last segment of families has a high ability to use Picnic, but a lower motivation to do so. The motivational drivers of being time-constrained or having physical limitations do not apply for this group. Therefore, Picnic should focus on creating a far more enjoyable experience than going to the physical supermarket.

The value Picnic to these users is transforming the annoying chore of doing groceries to a pleasurable experience. It does so by avoiding the hassles that come with physical grocery shopping, and providing nicer experiences instead, such as pleasant interaction with the Runners. However, the potential of this group is not fully tapped into, because Picnic doesn’t always succeed in making grocery shopping truly enjoyable. Incidental mistakes with deliveries, or freshness issues are expected to hit this group harder, as they do not have to use a service like Picnic.

Desired outcome

This group measures the success of the job of getting the right groceries to their homes with the following desired outcome statement: Maximize the pleasure it gives me to get the right groceries to my home. The inverse also holds true: Minimize the pain it takes to get the right groceries to my home.

Characteristics

These users are relatively strong planners with fairly predictable lives. They don’t really mind going to the supermarket and some might even value the bit of social interaction the supermarket visit offers. Generally speaking, these users live close to supermarket, or can easily take a car. This group is also not limited by available time.

Typical users

For this group, it is typical that only one of the adults in the family works full time. Most of the time, their partner is in charge of the household, which is relatively organized. This group is willing to spend more on quality products.

Additional assumptions

This group does not always cook dinner themselves but can sometimes spend lots of time and effort on doing so. It is suspected that this group uses apps such as Uber and Deliveroo and get their groceries at Albert Heijn and the butcher. The limited assortment of Picnic is expected to be more painful to this segments than others.

Gain

The biggest gain for this group is the joy and the feeling of pleasure they might get from having their groceries delivered to their homes, rather than going to the supermarket.

Pain

This group dislikes unnecessary hassle, or unpleasant shopping experiences that do not bring any pleasure. This might for example be operations related issues such as missing products. But hassle might also happen in the app, with products being unavailable, or flows that cause friction or do not offer any delight.

Conclusion

Within the family customer base of Picnic, three interesting segments are defined. These segments have different desired outcomes for shopping at Picnic, and thus need to be catered to in different ways.

The ability of the Convenient outsourcing group needs to be increased in order to enable the group to perform the target behaviour. This group seems to offer the biggest opportunity for Picnic; it accounts for the largest share of family users, and according to Fogg and a vast body of research it is easier to enhance ability than to enhance motivation.

The Efficient control is already able to shop at Picnic, but needs to be enabled to achieve mastery of the Picnic grocery shopping process, in order to increase their delivery frequency. Mastery is defined by a high sense of control, and gradual improvements of the perceived utility over time. This might have a significant effect on Picnic’s revenue, but it is expected to have a smaller impact on increasing retention rates, as these users are already able to perform the target behaviour.

For the Luxurious service group, the motivation should be increased. This can be achieved by emphasizing the specific value Picnic offers to these users: Making doing groceries more pleasurable. The app can play a big role in this. This group is expected to be less price sensitive, which provides Picnic with an interesting opportunity.

Sizing up the segments

To gain insight into the opportunities these segments present, an estimation of the size of different segments was made. This was done by validating the desired outcomes where validated with families. These families were asked what their biggest pain during grocery shopping is. This pains serves as a proxy for the segment these users belong to. The survey was answered by 73 respondents.

From these responses it can be concluded that convenient outsourcing represents 4/10 of all families, whereas efficient control and pleasant service both represents roughly 1/8 of all families. Although this estimation method is far from perfect, it does provide the indication that convenient outsourcing provides the biggest opportunity for Picnic.

Figure 36 - Position of segment in habit model

“No, I am the boss of the house. I just take care of the households and the groceries”

Figure 37 - The Pleasant Service family

Figure 38 - The biggest challenge in grocery shopping

(Source: Survey N=73)
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This chapter introduces the proposed product strategies. First, an overview of all strategies will be provided, after which every strategy will be further detailed. Finally, the conclusion explains how the strategies are connected and how they lead to a stronger Picnic habit.

In this chapter:
4.1 Overview of product strategies
4.2 Strategy 1. Enable different types of users to place orders
4.3 Strategy 2. Increase the frequency of interaction
4.4 Strategy 3. Grow personal connection with each usage cycle
4.5 Conclusion
Chapter 4. Product strategies

Introduction

This chapter introduces strategies with which Picnic can reshape its store in order to help more users build a strong Picnic habit. The theoretical foundation provided in chapter 2 is used to provide a comprehensive model to think about habit-formation. This chapter is the synthesis of these models, user research and examples from Picnic and other digital companies, such as Spotify. These combined insights yield three product strategies. These strategies help more Picnic users form a strong habit, and thereby increase retention.

Distinction first time and repeat purchases

A strong Picnic habit is defined as placing 5 orders with Picnic. To form such a habit requires the user to take two steps: Firstly, the user have to place their first order, with allows them to experience the value Picnic offers, and creates trust. Secondly, The user should make a number of repeat purchases with Picnic after having the first order delivered.

Figure 39 - Two steps in retaining users

These steps are fundamentally different. In the first step the user is unfamiliar with the process. In addition to that the user only has information on the quality of Picnic’s service via others, and has not experienced it first-hand. The first order is therefore a behaviour that involves a higher perceived risk for the user.

The repeat purchases on the other hand, are made by more experienced users. The challenge here is not about overcoming the risk of an unknown service provider, but the effort of integrating this new service into the daily life of the user.

This chapter provides strategies to help the user to successfully take both steps.

1. Enable different types of users to place orders

By increasing motivation and ability

First, more different types of customers should be enabled to place orders. Currently, mainly well-organized people with a clear need for Picnic succeed in placing an order while more types of user are interested. By increasing the ability of less-organized people they are also enabled to place orders. For the group without a clear functional need for Picnic, increasing their motivation by focusing on fulfilling their emotional needs enables them to place orders with Picnic.

2. Increase the frequency of interaction

By loading strong triggers and providing (variable) rewards

When more users are enabled to shop at Picnic, they must engage frequently with the app in order to form a habit. Currently, users indicate that they often forget to order their groceries via Picnic, as it is simply not part of their routine. Picnic has the ability to connect strongly to the grocery habits of users, as their mobile phones are always around and ready to use, whereas the access to physical supermarkets is limited. By attempting to connect all grocery related moments to the habit of using Picnic, strong triggers are loaded. A trigger is only successful if the consequent action fulfills the need that sparked the trigger in the first place; therefore more results or short-cuts to existing rewards should be created in the app. This makes the more frequent interaction satisfying for the customer.

3. Grow personal connection with each use

By enabling user-driven and Picnic-driven personalization

Now more users are able to shop at Picnic, and they are frequently interacting with the app, it is crucial to keep these users engaged and help them build a strong habit. This is done by a combination of user-driven, and Picnic-driven personalization. The user-driven personalization will work by letting the user make small changes in the app, such as creating shopping lists, personalized filters and reminders. These changes by the user are small investments which increase both the perceived utility and switching costs of the Picnic app, the two drivers of retention. Picnic-driven personalization is the tailoring of the content in the store to the user’s preferences. This is already happening through ranking algorithms, but can be improved by creating tailored offers, theme pages and more.

The strategies, and the tactics to implement them will be explained in more detail in the next section.

Figure 40 - Visual overview of product strategies
4.2 STRATEGY 1. ENABLE DIFFERENT TYPES OF USERS TO PLACE ORDERS

The first product strategy is to make the action of ordering more likely to happen. Eyal (2010) defines the action as the simplest behaviour a user can take in anticipation of a reward. For Picnic’s service, the main reward for the user can be defined as getting your preferred groceries into your home.

Currently the app mainly caters to people that have a high motivation as they are time-constrained, have physical limitations and dislike going to the supermarket and a high ability as they are good planners, have predictable lives, and guidance in their food choices. This group is looking for a way to control their grocery process in an efficient way, and therefore Picnic is their preferred way to get their groceries into their homes. To increase the percentage of users who place orders, the first step in increasing conversion to active customers, more different types of customers should be enabled to place orders. This can be done by increasing the ability and motivation of the two groups that are currently not placing their first order.

### Ability

The customers who currently do not place a first order or make a repeat purchase lack the ability to do so. This especially holds true for the convenient outsourcing group. The order process consists of multiple steps, as defined in chapter 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Opened app</td>
<td>100,0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Added 15 products</td>
<td>71,8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viewed basket</td>
<td>62,0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viewed Slot Selector</td>
<td>52,5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picked Delivery Slot</td>
<td>43,5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placed order</td>
<td>35,2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In a workshop with Picnic’s designers, the biggest pains in these steps were pinpointed¹. The main problems for customers are expected to be in planning their groceries, and selecting the right products. Selecting the groceries is divided into two steps: deciding what products to buy, and ensuring to place a complete order. To increase the ability of customers to place an order, Picnic should:

- Increase the ability of the customer to plan their groceries
- Increase the ability of users to decide what products to buy
- Increase the ability of users to place a complete order

In addition to these clear product strategies, Picnic should increase the level of challenge along with the skill level of its users. This means starting out with a simpler app, and gradually revealing advanced features.

Motivation

The customers that are currently unable to order are motivated to order their grocery to some extent, as they did download the app and fill out their personal details. However, this motivation is somehow not high enough to make it through the entire order process, or make it through the process more than once. Motivation can be increased by using persuasive design strategies (Toxboe 2019) that are based on the fundamental drivers of human behaviour (Fogg, 2009).

---

¹ See appendix I.1


### 4.2 Strategy 1. Enable different types of users to place orders

#### A. Increasing the ability of users to place an order

**Increase the ability of users to plan their groceries**

As a result of the delta between moment of purchase and the moment of delivery, more planning is required of Picnic’s customers as compared to physical supermarkets. This process is made more complex by the limited number of delivery slots available to customers. The logistics are not the scope of this project, and we will thus focus on the Store and the customer experience, within the given constraints. The complex of planning groceries reduces our processing fluency (the ease with which we process information), and lead to high cognitive effort. Customer research showed that this was one of the main reasons for customers quitting during their first order. Picnic therefore needs to simplify this process.

*Sometimes I just do not know what my week is going to look like*

Planning your groceries consists of two elements: What groceries do I want, and when do I need them. Currently, the user first selects what he wants, and only then, he will start thinking about when he wants it. This can be seen from the in-app behaviour of first order customers. Most of them select their delivery slot between 70% to 80% into their order process. Whereas internal data shows that for customers it. This can be seen from the in-app behaviour of first order customers. Most of them select their delivery slot between 70% to 80% into their order process. Whereas internal data shows that for customers of Picnic’s customers have to rely almost entirely on decision making in the cognitive dimension. This means that purchase decision can be cognitively strenuous, especially when customers do not know what they are exactly looking for. It thus takes a large cognitive effort for user to place an order with Picnic. When tasks are cognitively demanding, a habit cannot be formed as habits are process that occur on a subconscious level, in the form of sensory feedback (Fasler 2019). Evolution has trained human senses to react very heavily to the sight and smell of food (Fasler 2019). Picnic’s customers have to make due with a symbolic presentation of their food, the pictures in the app. Symbolic representations are proven to evoke a smaller response in the human brain (Shiv and Fedorkin 1999), and are thus expected to serve as less powerful in providing inspiration for what products to buy. Therefore, Picnic’s customers have to rely almost entirely on decision making in the cognitive dimension. This means that purchase decision can be cognitively strenuous, especially when customers do not know what they are exactly looking for. It thus takes a large cognitive effort for user to place an order with Picnic. When tasks are cognitively demanding, a habit cannot be formed as habits are process that occur on a subconscious level, in the form of sensory feedback (Fasler 2019).

Reducing the need for planning

The two aforementioned tactics will not entirely solve the problem of planning. Currently, it is observed that users with predictable lives are better able to use Picnic. But there are also some examples of users with relatively unpredictable lives, that have found tactics to make Picnic work for them. An example of this was a couple, that ordered groceries for 3 dinner meals, once a week. This allowed to have the weekly delivery, without committing specific meals to specific days. This increased their flexibility, and thereby their ability to plan their groceries ahead. It might be effective to educate other users with relatively unpredictable lives on these types of tactics.

2. Helping the user by suggesting a delivery slot

For when to order Picnic could suggest a time that is appropriate to most users. By already suggesting, or even pre-filling the time, it’s easier for the customer to decide. This principle is known as a default nudge. These nudges help the customer make the right decision.

![Figure 4.3 - Amazon’s use of default nudges](image)

By making users select a delivery slot earlier in their first order journey, they have a clear goal in mind which according to Csikzentmihalyi (2018) makes actions easier. This also makes the reward much clearer (“On Monday evening, I will receive my groceries and I can enjoy my fresh products”). Furthermore, it is expected to give the user a feeling of control over the task at hand.

Increase the ability of users to decide what products to buy

Consumer decision making is driven by affective dimensions on one hand, and cognitive dimensions on the other. Physical supermarkets provide a wealth of inspiration on what products to buy, and to a lesser extent what meals to cook. This inspiration happens mostly on a subconscious level, in the form of sensory feedback (Fasler 2019). Evolution has trained human senses to react very heavily to the sight and smell of food (Fasler 2019). Picnic’s customers have to make due with a symbolic presentation of their food, the pictures in the app. Symbolic representations are proven to evoke a smaller response in the human brain (Shiv and Fedorkin 1999), and are thus expected to serve as less powerful in providing inspiration for what products to buy. Therefore, Picnic’s customers have to rely almost entirely on decision making in the cognitive dimension. This means that purchase decision can be cognitively strenuous, especially when customers do not know what they are exactly looking for. It thus takes a large cognitive effort for user to place an order with Picnic. When tasks are cognitively demanding, a habit cannot be formed as habits are process that occur on a subconscious level, in the form of sensory feedback (Fasler 2019).

The difficulty in deciding what products to buy is hard to articulate for users. It is unlikely for user to say: “Deciding what to buy while using your product was too hard for me”. This would mean they have to admit that they were unable to perform the required behaviour, making them feel inadequate. Instead, users indicate that the store offers “Too little inspiration”. Another often heard complaint is that customers feel that the products and promotions they see in the store are not suitable to their needs. One customer indicated: “On what data do you base these promotions?”. The same holds true for the Wachtverzachters, which some customers think are too unhealthy.

*Tactics to make deciding what products to buy easier*

1. **More relevant content**

   Too reduce the effort in deciding what products to buy, Picnic should show the customer products that customers is likely to buy. This means a higher level of personalization and curation. Customers prefer to shop partly in a personalized way, judging from the number of product adds from the ‘bestel’ page, which accounts for more than 1/3 of their basket value. For first order users, they lack personalization. By curating pages such as the first order page. Picnic might include a page with the most bought products from existing customers in that city that have the same household type. This would mean that as a family in Amsterdam South, you get an overview of the 30 top products for that area. This would make it easier to select what products to buy.

   Another tactic would be to tailer promotions to household type and hub for non-order users, and on purchase behaviour for users who have made a couple of purchases.

2. **Recipes**

   The most difficult part of the decision making process in groceries is the deciding what to eat for dinner. For both breakfast, lunch and household products, Dutch consumers rely heavily on routine decision and non-perishable products.

   Picnic has already launched an MVP of a recipe feature. 10% of the customers were interested, and ordered a recipe at least once, but due to the limited number of available recipes, and the fact they did not change for a couple months interest waned over time.

   **Recipes**

   Picnic’s customers have to rely almost entirely on decision making in the cognitive dimension. This means that purchase decision can be cognitively strenuous, especially when customers do not know what they are exactly looking for. It thus takes a large cognitive effort for user to place an order with Picnic. When tasks are cognitively demanding, a habit cannot be formed as habits are process that occur on a subconscious level, in the form of sensory feedback (Fasler 2019). Evolution has trained human senses to react very heavily to the sight and smell of food (Fasler 2019). Picnic’s customers have to make due with a symbolic presentation of their food, the pictures in the app. Symbolic representations are proven to evoke a smaller response in the human brain (Shiv and Fedorkin 1999), and are thus expected to serve as less powerful in providing inspiration for what products to buy. Therefore, Picnic’s customers have to rely almost entirely on decision making in the cognitive dimension. This means that purchase decision can be cognitively strenuous, especially when customers do not know what they are exactly looking for. It thus takes a large cognitive effort for user to place an order with Picnic. When tasks are cognitively demanding, a habit cannot be formed as habits are process that occur on a subconscious level, in the form of sensory feedback (Fasler 2019).

   The difficulty in deciding what products to buy is hard to articulate for users. It is unlikely for user to say: “Deciding what to buy while using your product was too hard for me”. This would mean they have to admit that they were unable to perform the required behaviour, making them feel inadequate. Instead, users indicate that the store offers “Too little inspiration”. Another often heard complaint is that customers feel that the products and promotions they see in the store are not suitable to their needs. One customer indicated: “On what data do you base these promotions?”. The same holds true for the Wachtverzachters, which some customers think are too unhealthy.

   *Tactics to make deciding what products to buy easier*

   1. **More relevant content**

   Too reduce the effort in deciding what products to buy, Picnic should show the customer products that customers is likely to buy. This means a higher level of personalization and curation. Customers prefer to shop partly in a personalized way, judging from the number of product adds from the ‘bestel’ page, which accounts for more than 1/3 of their basket value. For first order users, they lack personalization. By curating pages such as the first order page. Picnic might include a page with the most bought products from existing customers in that city that have the same household type. This would mean that as a family in Amsterdam South, you get an overview of the 30 top products for that area. This would make it easier to select what products to buy.

   Another tactic would be to tailer promotions to household type and hub for non-order users, and on purchase behaviour for users who have made a couple of purchases.

2. **Recipes**

The most difficult part of the decision making process in groceries is the deciding what to eat for dinner. For both breakfast, lunch and household products, Dutch consumers rely heavily on routine decision and non-perishable products.

Picnic has already launched an MVP of a recipe feature. 10% of the customers were interested, and ordered a recipe at least once, but due to the limited number of available recipes, and the fact they did not change for a couple months interest waned over time.
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3. Moments-based shopping

Currently, the Picnic store is organized in the same way as physical supermarkets around types of products. However, the customer does not necessarily need to see all the products in a category, but wants to buy a meal for his family, prepare a luncheon, do the shopping for the annual BBQ with the neighbours, or organize drinks with friends including bites. Picnic can play into this by providing moments-based shopping: special pages per activity. It can do so as the layout of its store is not limited to the same physical constraints as supermarkets.

Providing moments-based shopping can be via special pages, but might also work with suggestions from product add-ons. For example, when you are buying a nice wine, you get the suggestion to also buy cheese to go with it.

Reducing the need to decide what products to buy?

In addition to aforementioned strategies, Picnic might also reduce the need of their customers to decide what products to buy. This would mean that Picnic makes the decisions for the customer. This would involve a high degree of curation, for which the company currently lacks the knowledge.

Hello Fresh

This meal kit delivery service is a good example of how Picnic can reduce the need for customers to decide what products to buy. Based on simple questions to the customers, the company provides meal kits with detailed recipes. The customer does not have to decide what to eat, but can focus on cooking instead.
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Increase the ability of users to place a complete order

Due to the delta between purchase and delivery, the minimum order value of €25 and the limited number of slots available, orders are very “definitive” to customers. Therefore, the customer cannot afford to forget any products, as that would force him to either wait at least an extra day or go to a physical supermarket. Both scenarios can be problematic for the user, and thereby for Picnic. It is hypothesized that the definitive nature of ordering at Picnic leads to a higher cognitive effort for Picnic’s users. In addition to that, it is in the company’s best interest to keep customers from going to the physical supermarket. Therefore, it is essential to users place complete orders with Picnic. With complete, we mean that the order contains all the products the customer needs or was aiming to buy. It is recognized that pinpointing the exact needs of customers is a very difficult process, and therefore this process will always involve estimation and simplification.

Behavioural design theory suggests that when users are doubting their ability to complete a task, they are less likely to engage in the first place, and when they do engage, they are less likely to complete the task.

Tactics to make placing a complete order easier

1. Check-out suggestions

During check-out, Picnic might suggest products to users: Hey aren’t you forgetting something? The store needs to know relatively certain that this is a product the customer is forgetting. This can be done by checking for products that the customer is normally buying. This means that this will only be an option for active customers.

Add to order

The add to order feature is a great example of this. The recently launched feature is helpful for users to place a complete order. This feature, called add to order and it enables users to add products to their delivery, even after they have placed their order. This makes the moment of ordering less definitive, and allows users to add products for which they would otherwise have needed to go to the physical supermarket.

Reduce time difference between moment of purchase and moment of delivery

Another way to reduce the need to place a complete order would be by reducing the time difference between the moment of ordering and the moment of delivery. When a customer can order something and have same day delivery, it is less important to get all the products you need for that week in. This solution, however, is not in line with the company’s strategy. In addition to that, the logistics are not the scope of this project.
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Ability is defined as the ease with which a specific behaviour can be performed. The flow model by Csikszentmihalyi (2013) provides more understanding of ability. This model defines flow, or a very high ability, as a combination of an appropriate challenge and appropriate skill level.

For our early market, the challenge level is appropriately matched to their skill level, meaning they have a high ability to use the Picnic store. The challenge for our late market is similar, but their ability turns out to be lower. This means that the difference between these groups must lie in the skill level dimension. Our early market has higher skills in placing an order with Picnic because they are able to plan their week and delivers better.

To ensure a behaviour occurs naturally, Csikszentmihalyi describes that there should be clear goals, the reward should be in mind, users should receive immediate feedback, there is a feeling of effortlessness and ease, and finally the feeling of control over a task. As first-time users will have a low skill, the challenge level should be low too. As their skill level increases with use, the challenge level can also be increased.

Picnic reminder
The principle of revealing more functionality over time is already sparsely being used. An example of this is the Picnic reminder feature that was only revealed to active customers.

Conclusion ability
The ability of users to place an order at Picnic depends on the ability of these users to do three things: Plan their groceries, decide what products to buy, and ensure their order is complete.

The right combination tactics suggested in this chapter must be found by experimentation.

B. INCREASING THE MOTIVATION OF USERS TO PLACE AN ORDER

The customers in the early market captured by Picnic are highly motivated to order at Picnic. There are three main drivers for this motivation, that can sometimes be combined in one customer but that does not necessarily have to be the case. The first reason is that the customers in this group have a limited amount of free time, so they do not want to spend that free time in the supermarket. The second reason is that they are physically limited to go to the supermarket as they are immobile due to injury or illness, live far away from a supermarket, or do not have a car to transport heavy groceries. The third reason is that going to the supermarket is an extremely painful experience for this group of customers.

These factors, or a combination of them, leads to highly motivated customers. Notice that all the factors are types of pains this highly motivated group is feeling. To increase the motivation of the users in the late market segment, we should emphasize the pain they experience. The fundamental drivers of human behaviour are used to do so: 1) Seeking pleasure and avoiding pain, 2) Seeking hope and avoiding fear, and 3) Seeking social acceptance and avoiding rejection (Fogg, 2009).

Driver 1. Seeking pleasure and avoiding pain
Giving customers the chance to find pleasure somehow in the app, this might be by providing rewards such as very good deals which cause the user to feel pain when they are not getting the right deal, or an unexpected favourite products which relieve some kind of pain. These rewards are different for each user and extensive experimentation is recommended. To utilize the avoiding pain driver, we can emphasize the pain of losing something. Van Lieren (2018) defined this strategy as Avoiding losses. For example, we might give the customer a certain exclusive right, such as their “own” delivery slot. If they do not order, we might threaten to take this slot away from them.

Driver 2. Seeking hope and avoiding fear
The second driver is seeking hope and avoiding fear. Seeking hope can for example be about hoping to win prizes, find new product and recipes or other positive surprises. The scarcity effect leverages the fear of missing out that customers might have. This fear can be tapped into by emphasizing the limited availability of a product or delivery slot. Avoiding fear of being out of groceries at crucial moments, for example when you have to prepare a meal for your kids.

Driver 3. Seeking social acceptance and avoiding rejection
Rewards and possible achievements can be framed as either something we stand to gain or as something we stand to lose. However, fear is often a more powerful motivator (Deci & Ryan, 2010).

Picnic example
When Picnic started it was overwhelmed by the interest for its service, causing the company to introduce a waiting list for their service. To ease the pain of the waiting list, “wachtverzachters” were introduced. These are free products user get for each week on the waiting list, “wachtverzachters” were introduced. These are free products user get for each week on the waiting list, “wachtverzachters” were introduced. These are free products user get for each week on the waiting list, “wachtverzachters” were introduced. These are free products user get for each week on the waiting list, “wachtverzachters” were introduced.
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Driver 3. Seeking social acceptance and avoiding rejection
People generally are motivated to act, when they can win social acceptance and status just as we are motivated to avoid negative consequences which might lead to social rejection. Therefore, people are less likely to engage in behaviour that is outside of the norms of their social group.

California based online grocer Goodeggs is using social proof
Other online grocers are using testimonials of successful customers as social proof. These testimonials can convince new users that more people like them are using the product, and it is thus okay to do so.

“Good Eggs has changed our food routine. It’s made it less chaotic for us as we try to get the kids fed and also get our own meals on the table.”

— CHRIS T.

Conclusion motivation
Aforementioned strategies to increase motivation haven proven effective for a number of products but miracles aren’t to be expected. In general, researchers such as Fogg and Eyal agree that increasing motivation is extremely hard to do. They state that it is therefore more effective to focus on making the desired behaviour simpler. Intuitively this makes sense, as from experience we can tell that people are often hard to motivate, while engaging in simple tasks happens almost automatically.

By increasing motivation and ability both the convenient outsourcing, and pleasant service groups can be moved above the action line in Fogg model of behaviour. This means that they now can successfully complete the action of ordering groceries at Picnic, if a sufficiently strong trigger is present.

This strategy will be mainly beneficial to increase first order conversion. Although this strategy does not specifically focus on the efficient control group, it might influence their ability and motivation as well. This will likely not increase their first order conversion, as they can already successfully complete this action. However, it might have impact on how easy and pleasurable the experience of groceries doing is for this group. This is likely to translate to bigger basket sizes or less time spend per order.

During a discussion it was noted that theoretically it is also possible to move the two groups above the action line not by increasing ability for group 1, and motivation for group 2, but the other way around. Although this might be true in theory, figure 32. Shows that the required increase in motivation for group 1 is much larger than the required increase in ability. The same holds true for ability in group 2. In addition to these bigger required increments, the starting point on these alternative dimensions is higher. The law of diminishing returns suggests that it would be harder increase this motivation of ability from a higher starting point.

Although increasing the ability of the convenient outsourcing group might be the most effective way to get them to cross the action line, it is not said that their motivation will not increase due to the tactics applied for the pleasant service group. The purely horizontal and vertical axis in this model are thus simplifications of the true changes along these dimensions.

California based online grocer Goodeggs is using social proof
Other online grocers are using testimonials of successful customers as social proof. These testimonials can convince new users that more people like them are using the product, and it is thus okay to do so.

“Good Eggs has changed our food routine. It’s made it less chaotic for us as we try to get the kids fed and also get our own meals on the table.”

— CHRIS T.
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**First order helper**

To make the aforementioned strategies and tactics more tangible, they are brought together in the concept of the first order helper. This makes use of the persuasive design strategies of chunking and sequencing¹.

- **Chunking**
  It is easier to process and remember information when it is grouped into familiar and manageable bits.

- **Sequencing**
  When complex activities are split into smaller pieces, it is easier for people to perform the desired behaviour.

In addition to that, planning is made easier by making the user commit to a delivery slot earlier in the process, deciding what products to buy is made easier by moments-based shopping and providing more relevant content.

This way of shopping might hurt the basket value minimally but is expected to boost first order conversion. Grocery marketing experts indicated that it is more important to get users in your store first, and later increase their value per order.

This is also observed within Picnic, where the average order value of customers increases as they place more orders.

Therefore the possible negative impact on basket value is taken for granted.

---

¹ See appendix A.3 for full overview of strategies
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ACTIVATING THE DESIRED BEHAVIOUR ONCE USERS ARE ABOVE THE ACTION LINE

Increasing the frequency of interaction is beneficial in forming a Picnic habit. Eyal (2010) states that to build a habit-forming product “connect your users’ problems to your solution with enough frequency to form a habit”. This implicates that a certain frequency is required to form a habit. This is supported by Johnson, Bellman & Lohse (2003) who state that the more a product is used, the higher the cognitive lock-in of that product becomes. In addition to that, they find that due to repeated practice, the perceived utility of the product increases. Apart from forming a strong habit and more lock-in in the long term, it is also expected that increasing the frequency of interaction leads to better short term results, as chances of customers placing a purchase increase when they are often in the position to place their orders. The frequency of interaction of the user with the product is increased by letting the user load strong triggers and providing him with variable rewards.

Loading strong triggers

Literature on behaviour defines two types of triggers, external and internal. External triggers serve mainly to educate and acquire customers. Internal triggers are essential in ensuring a customer keeps using the product. Picnic already has a large number of external and internal triggers in place, which can also be seen from the high percentage of households that register. However, in order to build a successful habit, users should internalize triggers associated with Picnic.

**Figure 50 - Once user are above the action line, a trigger should be present to engage in the desired behaviour.**

External triggers

These triggers come from the environment of the user, through interference of outside actors. They are a result of advertising, marketing or other presence of Picnic, whereas earned triggers are the app icon on the user's phone after download, the word-of-mouth of satisfied customers, or coverage in newspapers. These triggers are useful for acquiring and educating customers but less effective in forming a habit. This has two reasons: First, these triggers can simply not always be present and two, from forming a strong habit and more lock-in in the long term, it is also expected that increasing the frequency of interaction leads to better short term results, as chances of customers placing a purchase increase when they are often in the position to place their orders. The frequency of interaction of the user with the product is increased by letting the user load strong triggers and providing him with variable rewards.

**Figure 51 - Picnic related triggers in customer journey**

These moments should be converted into triggers that fire the Picnic habit. This basically means that customers should relate these moments to using the Picnic app. This does not come naturally and requires repeated use. In this section we propose various ways of transforming these moments into triggers and affix them to the Picnic habit. It must be noted that this is only a small part of available strategies, and experimentation is required to find the ideal one.

**Types of trigers**


**Spark triggers**

In situations where users have the ability, but lack the motivation, highlighting fear or inspiring hope are effective means. Leveraging the power and persuasive patterns of any of the three fundamental drivers of human behaviour mentioned earlier can be effective. These types of triggers are especially suitable for the Pleasant service group, as they have the ability, but lack the motivation to use Picnic. Powerful spark triggers could be connected to (1) recurring periodic events, or (2) events that mark a so-called fresh start. In the first case, these events help build up anticipation by connecting to recurring events or traditions. In the second, the mechanism is used where people set goals at the start of a new time period. These trigger should be presented to the user at the moment they are actually able to take action. If we define the action as shopping for groceries and placing an order, this moment is mostly an idle moment in the life of the customer. For some, this is their daily commute, for others this is a fixed another fixed moment of the week.
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The data shows that most orders are placed on Sundays, Mondays and a smaller peak on Thursday. This seems to be in line with recurring periodic events and fresh starts, as users seem to distinguish between the week and the weekend.

**Facilitator triggers**

In situations where users have a high motivation, but lack ability, facilitator triggers might be used. When these types of triggers are effective, they convey to users that the target behaviour is easy to do and that it will not require resources he or she does not already have.

**Signal triggers**

In situations where users have both high motivation and high ability to perform a target behaviour, a signal, for instance a simple reminder, is enough. These triggers do not have to motivate or simplify a task, they simply have to be there to remind the user of the target behaviour at the right time.

**Tactics to help users load strong triggers**

As our digital devices become more context aware, the more powerful triggers have the potential to do as recipients, we will be most tolerant of signal- and facilitator-triggers, as spark-triggers have the potential to annoy us by being an unwelcome distraction as they try to motivate us to something, we have no original intention of doing. This reinforces the decision to focus on the convenient outsourcing group first, as the pleasant service group is harder to convince.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Moment or trigger</th>
<th>Desired behaviour</th>
<th>Tactics to affix to Picnic habit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Planning your week</td>
<td>Plan your groceries along with your week.</td>
<td>Integrate slot selection with Calendar software. For example, by sending an invite for a slot on the day the customer normally places the order.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeling hungry</td>
<td>Grab some products you have ordered at Picnic, and already order it now for the next time you want to use this product.</td>
<td>This is the hardest one, as Picnic can’t offer direct satisfaction. The company can maybe give some kind of wink to the customer to help him deal with the pain, such as offering a discount on cup-a-soup, a well-known snack for people feeling hungry around 16:00 at work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using last bit of certain grocery product</td>
<td>Open app and order and restock this product.</td>
<td>Commercials and push-messages that emphasize that Picnic can help you in making sure this doesn’t happen again.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Being out of a certain grocery product</td>
<td>Open app and restock this product.</td>
<td>Commercials and push-messages that emphasize that Picnic can help you in making sure this doesn’t happen again.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finding a good recipe</td>
<td>Open app and find a nice recipe. Not necessary per se that you order it in the app, can also be used just for inspiration (Amazon strategy).</td>
<td>Providing high quality recipes in the app that are presented in a compelling way. This can be potentially done by collaborating with cookbooks or magazines, or popular chefs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deciding what to eat</td>
<td>Opening the app and finding a nice recipe.</td>
<td>These recipes can either be your own, those suggested by Picnic, or things your friends or influencers are eating.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiving your Picnic groceries</td>
<td>Already start orders for next week.</td>
<td>This is already tackled quite well, by providing a receipt that draws people back to the app. This might be the moment to ask the user to already add products for next week. The user might be asked “next week, same time”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coming home with your groceries bought at the physical supermarket</td>
<td>Decide to shop via Picnic from now on.</td>
<td>This needs creative ways to connect this moment to Picnic. An example of this might be a give-away action that asks people to take a picture of their heavy bags of groceries purchase at physical grocers. The winners of the action get the same bag of groceries from Picnic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consuming the grocery product</td>
<td>Enjoying the great quality of Picnic products.</td>
<td>Having Picnic-branded products, or other ways to reinforce that Picnic provides quality products and produce.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 52 - Distribution of orders and deliveries over the week

Figure 53 - Picnic and their types
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**Providing (variable) rewards**

User perform their actions because they expect and desire a reward. The triggers mentioned in the previous section can therefore only be effective when an appropriate reward is gained by the user. Figure 36 provides a visualization of how this process work: A user needs to at least hope to get some kind of reward, each time he opens the app. All of these rewards feel good to the user, and most importantly involve a certain degree of uncertainty. Olds and Milner (1954) have showed that these rewards activate a part of the brain called “Nucleus accumbens”. This area is mainly activated by good deals, certain things we really want to buy, love, food and technology. In habit forming technologies, it’s more about wanting the reward rather than actually getting it.

These rewards can be divided into three categories:

1. **Social rewards**
   
   This type of reward comes from other people. Examples of these rewards are feeling good for someone else, competing and cooperating with peers, and receiving recognition and praise from others. In search of these rewards, users are more likely to engage in behaviour that is accepted in their peer group.
   
   Picnic might use these rewards by also using testimonials of happy customers. Other ways to use this category of rewards is by providing customers with things that have “badge value”, ways to show of they are using Picnic, and are therefore modern and cool.

2. **Resources**
   
   These rewards can be food and resources such as money or information. We emphasize the search part, because the effort increases the perceived reward. Eyal calls these rewards “the reward of the hunt”. Resources for Picnic customers are food, but also inspiration on what to eat and how to prepare the food. The biggest challenge in these types of rewards is that Picnic can’t offer instant gratification.

3. **Self-achievement**
   
   The third reward is in the search for self-achievement. Examples of this are mastery, competency and consistency. A relevant example of this type of reward is the feeling you get after you have checked your WhatsApp messages and the red bubble on the app icon disappears. This plays into the need of customers to have a sense of mastery.

**Snapchat streaks**

Snapchat uses a combination of self-achievement and social rewards by creating Snapchat streaks. This streak starts when users message each other for a couple days in a row. This provides users, especially teenagers, to return to the app daily in order to maintain their streak. Although the impact was not made public, analyst believe this greatly increases the frequency of use for a specific group of users.

**Picnic handwritten letters for loyal customers**

In the past, Picnic wrote a personal note to customers, congratulating them with their 25th order. As the company grew, this was outsourced to teenagers, and when they couldn’t keep up anymore, the initiative died a slow death.

**Conclusion**

By providing the customers with the right combination of triggers and variable rewards, Picnic can increase the frequency of interaction with the Picnic store. It is crucial to do this at the right moment for the customer, so the user is actually able to perform the target behaviour. This is expected to increase the frequency of interaction, leading to a stronger habit. This is in line with the habit formation model, where habits are a product of frequency and perceived utility.
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Picnic should aim to forge a personal relationship with the user by tailoring the app to the preferences of the user. This process is generally known as personalization. Although definitions of personalization are not identical, scholars agree that personalization provides individual customers with tailored offerings based on customer preferences (Tuzhilin (2009), Moon et al. (2008)).

Personal information can be used to tailor content or functionality to our preferences, interest, knowledge and other personal traits (Schneider et al. 2018). This adjustment to personal needs is based on a simple concept: messages, content, and experiences that we attribute to our self, reinforce our identity and differentiate us from others (Schneider et al. 2018). As a consequence, they seem generally more appealing, more valuable (Kahneman, Knetsch, Thaler 1991), and more persuasive (Petty et al. 2000). Due to this personalization, users feel like a product is “theirs”. This feeling leads to a higher appreciation for the product (Petty 2000). Apart from the altered perception, users may actually benefit from relevant information or functionality that better suits their needs. For these reasons, personalization increases both switching cost and perceived utility.

User-driven personalization
This type of personalization is driven by the user. It allows the user to make the app “theirs” by adapting it to their preferences. This feeling of ownership will lead to an improvement in both actual and perceived utility of the app. Examples of bottom up personalization are through filters or user generated content. These are all forms of user investment, as defined in the habit model.

Spotify example
Spotify is very good at letting users create value within the product. Examples of this are: following artist, following friends, and creating your own playlist. The strongest driver here is the large collection of Spotify playlists that users might create over time. These are artefacts into which the user has put significant effort, making the decision to cancel all the more difficult. This is based on the condition that the value can’t be transferred to competing music streaming services, as is currently the case.

Spotify discover weekly
Spotify has created algorithms that learn the preferences of listeners. These algorithms are based on the artist and playlists you listen to, but also on whether you like a previous suggestion or whether you skip a certain song. This information allows Spotify to create Discover Weekly, a list of songs that specific user probably will like as it is relatively similar to things the user listened to before. This list is regenerated every week. Another example is the Summer Rewind playlist, that contains songs you liked last summer. Picnic could offer similar tailored “playlists” to its users, such as for example a Summer Favourites list of groceries.

Figure 56 - Increasing the perceived utility with each usage cycle, through personalization of the app.

Picnic-driven personalization
This type of personalization is also driven by usage cycles, but the actual personalization is performed by Picnic. By using the product, the user provides Picnic with relevant data which it can use to tailor the app to the person’s likings. This is already happening with ranking algorithms, that sort products in the app in such a way that the most relevant products will show up at the top of the page. This form of personalization also requires a form of investment, that makes the app better for the next go round. However, the type of input is less direct and the user will thus not notice. Therefore, this investment will not feel like work for the user.

The lack of relevant products and promotions is often mentioned by users as an improvement point for Picnic. This is logical, as most customer do not reach the point where the ranking algorithms have enough data on the customer to rank the products in a useful way. In addition to that, user feel like promotions are only insufficiently tailored to their preferences.

Apart from adopting the order in which products are displayed, Picnic might tailor recipes, product suggestions, and text messages to the user (predicated) preferences.

Picnic purchase page
The prime example of successful picnic driven personalization is the purchases page. On this page, the app saves the top 30 products the user bought more often. This creates a highly personalized page with content that is mostly relevant to the user. This page accounts for more than 1/3 of the products added by active users.

Picnic reminder example
The Picnic reminder allows users to set a custom push message, reminding them to place their order. This is a simple and effective way to let users tailor the app to their preferences, enabling themselves to form a Picnic habit more effectively.
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Effects of personalization
Personalizing the app will lead to both an actual and a perceived utility improvement.

Actual utility improvement
The user actually improves the app for himself, the app gets more useful because it is better fitted to his preferences. Consequently, they seem generally more appealing, more valuable (Kahneman, Knetsch, Thaler 1991), and more persuasive (Petty et al 2000). Due to this personalization, users feel like a product is ‘theirs’. This feeling leads to a higher appreciation for the product (Petty 2000). Apart from the altered perception, users may actually benefit from relevant information or functionality that better suits their needs.

Perceived utility
This effect is compounded by the improvement in the perceived utility of the store. Because the user has put so much work in, he will value the store more than the actual improvement would be able to justify. This effect is known as the ‘sunken cost fallacy’ of the user. This fallacy occurs when people let previous commitments weigh in on future decisions even when rationally these commitments do not have any influence on these decisions. This fallacy is widely recognized among psychologists. Recently it is mostly ascribed to a fixed reference point and loss aversion (Friedman et al 2007).

Switching costs
Personalizing in this manner requires an effort from the user. This effort increases the switching costs to other products.

These efforts are known as investments in Eyal’s habit framework and defined as followed: “when the user does a bit of work in anticipation of future rewards”. This increases the likelihood of the user initiating the next usage cycle. We identify two ways of investing:

1. Loading the next trigger
   Loading the next trigger can be for example downloading an app, allowing push messages, or setting the “boodschappenwekker”.

2. Storing value
   Storing value means improving the product by your own. Ways of doing so are by creating content, data, a reputation or followers. This value will make the app better for the next go round. This lets users put significant effort into the store, making the decision to stop using it more difficult. This is based on the condition that the value can’t be transferred to competing music streaming services, as is currently the case.

Picnic can let users store value by in the short term letting them create their own lists of favourites or set filters. In the long term, other components might be integrated such as a feature that allows you to follow friends or influencers to find out what they are ordering. This is one of the most successful retention strategies defined in our case study of Spotify.

If the store gets better with each use, the user has a strong incentive to keep using it. This repeated usage reinforces his Picnic habit. It is natural that forming a relationship requires frequent interaction. Fournier (1988) states that “relationships are constituted of a series of repeated exchanges between two parties known to each other”. This means that in order to successfully create and maintain this relationship, frequent interaction is required. This leads us to the third product strategy.

4.5 CONCLUSION

According to theory strong habits are formed when both the perceived utility and frequency are high enough. This also follows from users interviews, that show that for users with high perceived utility are more likely to convert to active users. Chapter 2 identified the factors that drive this higher perceived utility. From app usage data, it can also be deducted that users with more interactions have higher conversion rates to active users. Customers that had interactions with the Picnic app, in the 30 days prior to their invite had far higher first order conversion rates than customers who did not have interactions with the app in that period.

1. Internal data analysis for the period of 01-01-2018 until 15-10-2018

Figure 57 - How the three product strategies connect to form a strong Picnic habit
CHAPTER 5
IMPLEMENTATION OF PRODUCT STRATEGIES

5.0
This chapter defines the most suitable method for implementing the proposed product design strategies.

In this chapter:
5.1. Organizational analysis
5.2. Analysis previous strategic efforts
5.3. Conditions for successful implementation
5.4. Proposed solution
Analysis of product development process

The product development process of Picnic’s store team was analyzed (see Appendix C.1 for full analysis) to increase understanding of the process. This analysis showed three patterns:

1. Linear process
   Firstly, the current product development process is relatively linear. This means that once an idea is passed the quarterly roadmap session, it must be build and A/B tested. While it is logical that the business has to align on what is being build each quarter, the problem is that this process assumes that the team has all the necessary information upfront. This does not take into account that most learning is done while designing and developing the product.

2. Top-down decision making
   Secondly, the process is relatively top-down, meaning that the management team and other business teams have a large say in what is being built. This happens first in the quarterly road mapping sessions, and later in the board meeting where the roadmap needs to be approved. This is frustrating for the store team, as they can’t invest enough resources in projects they deem important.

3. Conflicting interests
   Finally, there is an inherent conflict between different stakeholders embedded in the current process. In the road mapping sessions, different teams with different goals need to decide what needs to be built together. For example, when the partnerships team wants custom functionalities for a promotion with a partner, but the Store team wants to spend their design and development resources on another project. These situations occur without the teams having an objective way to consider the impact of their solutions. This conflict is enlarged by the limited development capacity of the store team.

Drivers of patterns

When digging deeper for why these patterns occur, 6 challenges that stakeholders face were found.

Management challenges

- Stakeholders require specific and time-bound commitments to be able to plan accordingly
- The management team wants to have control over what the Store team is working on, and therefore requires concrete plans that ensure the priorities are set correctly
- The high workload of ad-hoc feature requests that are considered ‘must-haves’

Cultural challenges

- The strong focus on execution over extensive strategizing
- The benefit of documentation and information sharing is not entirely recognized within Picnic

Collaboration challenges

- The high number of dependencies between teams, can complicate autonomous decision making

5.1 ORGANIZATIONAL ANALYSIS

This chapter analyses the organization of Picnic and its implications on the implementation of aforementioned product strategies. These strategies are complex design challenges that involve a high degree of uncertainty about how these objectives can be accomplished. Tackling such challenges requires a systematic and strategic approach (Calabretta et al 2016). Such an approach has to suit the existing structures and processes of an organization. To gain insight into the existing structures and processes interviews with team members were conducted. These were then combined with the author’s observations.

Analysis of product development process

The product development process of Picnic’s store team was analyzed (see Appendix C.1 for full analysis) to increase understanding of the process. This analysis showed three patterns:

1. Linear process
   Firstly, the current product development process is relatively linear. This means that once an idea is passed the quarterly roadmap session, it must be build and A/B tested. While it is logical that the business has to align on what is being build each quarter, the problem is that this process assumes that the team has all the necessary information upfront. This does not take into account that most learning is done while designing and developing the product.

2. Top-down decision making
   Secondly, the process is relatively top-down, meaning that the management team and other business teams have a large say in what is being built. This happens first in the quarterly road mapping sessions, and later in the board meeting where the roadmap needs to be approved. This is frustrating for the store team, as they can’t invest enough resources in projects they deem important.

3. Conflicting interests
   Finally, there is an inherent conflict between different stakeholders embedded in the current process. In the road mapping sessions, different teams with different goals need to decide what needs to be built together. For example, when the partnerships team wants custom functionalities for a promotion with a partner, but the Store team wants to spend their design and development resources on another project. These situations occur without the teams having an objective way to consider the impact of their solutions. This conflict is enlarged by the limited development capacity of the store team.

Drivers of patterns

When digging deeper for why these patterns occur, 6 challenges that stakeholders face were found.

Management challenges

- Stakeholders require specific and time-bound commitments to be able to plan accordingly
- The management team wants to have control over what the Store team is working on, and therefore requires concrete plans that ensure the priorities are set correctly
- The high workload of ad-hoc feature requests that are considered ‘must-haves’

Cultural challenges

- The strong focus on execution over extensive strategizing
- The benefit of documentation and information sharing is not entirely recognized within Picnic

Collaboration challenges

- The high number of dependencies between teams, can complicate autonomous decision making

5.1 ORGANIZATIONAL ANALYSIS

Barriers for implementing long term strategy

These challenges manifests themselves in three problems that make creating a long term strategy harder for the store team:

1. High workload of “must-haves”
   In 2015, Picnic started from scratch with a relatively small team. Being a start-up, the store team was focused on building a minimum-viable-product. As the team scaled, it took on new challenges, but still has a high percentage of must have features it must build.

2. Strong focus on execution.
   The Picnic organization has a very strong focus on execution. This is a remainder of the early days spirit where it was go-time all the time. This spirit is reflected in the internal motto “think, dare, do”. Although this culture is very valuable for a company who is trying to build something radically new, it might stifle creative long term thinking when people feel execution is the only important thing.

3. Large number of dependencies.
   There are many dependencies between different Picnic teams. This means that long term planning is by definition a trade-off between the (sometimes conflicting) interest of teams (proof). Thereby, it is hard to prioritize across teams. The final decision on what gets prioritized is now mainly driven by management and the power of persuasion during planning meetings.

Different degree of organization needed as company grows

In fast-growing start-ups, it is difficult to keep teams aligned in a shared vision. Part of the reason for this, is that employees joined at different moments, with different mindsets and goals. These do not always align. In this section, the differences between early employees and later employees are laid out. These are mainly based on the research of Cagan (2011), who conducted numerous case studies on company cultures in technology driven companies.

Early employees

The founders start the company with a strong vision to guide them through the ambiguous phase of starting a company. The first round of employees often has characteristics that make them better suited to pick up this vision. Moreover, this vision is often one of the reasons they join the company in the first place. This group takes a relatively large risk by joining a young company with unproven product market fit. These people often have an appetite for risk and are interested in the business as a whole. Because the team is small, it takes relatively few interactions to keep everyone updated on what is happening throughout the company. The smaller the team, the less need to formalize communication and document decisions (Cardon 2004). This group has no need for extensive documentation of values and ideas they share naturally. Although this approach might be valid for the first round of employees, it might be problematic for subsequent hires.

Later employees

Once the company grows, new hires have fundamentally different profiles than the previous generation of hires. These different characteristics, in combination with the increase in the number of employees, leads to new organizational dynamics. The new employees are more risk averse and do not necessarily feel the need to understand the company as a whole. They do not only buy into the vision of the founders when joining the company, as they are also assured of a competitive salary and a proven product market fit. Therefore, they place less emphasize on the value of vision and alignment across teams. This group is generally more positive towards documentation and guidelines. However, they need more convincing of how considering the business as a whole can benefit their daily work.

Conclusion

Our implementation method should cater both to early employees, who are generally averse of extensive documentation and guidelines, and late employees, who have to be convinced of the value of a strong vision and a holistic approach.
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The current product development organization is not suitable for next phase

The current product development process is a valuable method to solve clear defined problems, of which the added value is clear on the outset. However, the process is less suitable to solve problems with a higher level of ambiguity. This can be problematic, as the store team is entering a new phase that involves more complex and ambiguous projects. Previously, the team worked on more clearly defined features, that were considered must-haves. Now, new challenges arise as the team works on further enabling its customers to use the store in an efficient and pleasant way.

In addition to that, the current process does not cater to new employees as it does not provide enough context. This will make onboarding new employees more cumbersome, which makes scaling the team harder.

Rehaul of Picnic’s store

A good example of a situation where no perfectly clear user need was addressed was the implementation of a new store lay-out with tab-bar navigation. The business value of this was unclear at the start of the project, and therefore spending considerable amounts of design and development effort did not seem justified. The team solved this by by-passing the current product development process, developing a prototype and creating buy-in by showing people within Picnic the prototype. Finally, the team got the green light to do it, and the new lay-out has resulted in higher conversion rates.

5.2. PREVIOUS STRATEGIC EFFORTS

Analysis interaction qualities model

The designers of Picnic’s store team recognized the same challenge in 2018. They opted to solve this by creating the interaction qualities model. This model was created in order to have a model of what is important to the customer, and how the team could design for this. Unfortunately, the model wasn’t successfully adopted.

There were three main reasons for the model did not reach its full potential:

1. Ambiguous qualities

The interaction qualities are open for interpretation, making evaluating initiatives on their basis hard and unproductive. Due to their ambiguous nature, the qualities do not provide sufficiently clear guidance. Therefore, they are not easy to translate to tangible product ideas.

2. Limited buy-in

The model is very design driven. Buy-in from the engineers and other business stakeholders is limited. In addition to that, the model does not resonate with management, which decreases buy-in even further.

3. No measurability

The model does not make its outcomes measurable. This is a major obstacle in a company with a large number of analytically inclined people.

Although internally the method proved to be somewhat helpful, the interaction qualities model was not helpful in providing other teams with clear commitments, nor for providing the management team with clear priorities and accountability. Therefore, the model has not achieved the momentum for it to be fully effective.
5.3. CONDITIONS FOR SUCCESSFUL IMPLEMENTATION

In order to successfully implement the suggested product strategies, the organization needs to be aligned on what the most important projects are, there needs to be buy-in across the organization, or else resources will not be made available. When both alignment and buy-in are achieved, the team will be able to operate with a higher degree of autonomy. This allows the team to set their own course, and thereby work on the most important problems for the customer. In order to do so effectively, the team needs to have the full context of the problem and the (business) impact of solutions.

### Align initiatives across organization

Observation and interviews with stakeholders indicated that for the rapidly scaling company, aligning teams is the biggest challenges. Due to the interdependent and integrated nature of Picnic’s organization, it is crucial to be able to set priorities across teams. In order to do this efficiently, teams should be able to align in the same vision. This allows the teams to consider how other teams contribute to this vision. The most important thing in successfully aligning is having a shared vision. Therefore, the store team should make it more clear how their product contributes in the vision of the friendly local milkman. Another way in which this alignment can be achieved by having an objective way to choose between very diverse projects on which project should get prioritized. The best way to do so in the Picnic organization is by having data on the expected impact of your initiative.

### Create buy-in across organization

Teams need time to discover successful solutions for the less well-defined problems the proposed strategy aims to tackle. In order to be granted the time to work on projects related to our proposed strategy, the Store team should create buy-in across the Picnic organization. The Oxford Dictionary defines buy-in as “agreement with, or acceptance of a policy or suggestion”. It is expected that the created buy-in will lead to a higher appreciation for the work the Store Team is doing, which in term leads to a more motivated team. Buy-in is easiest to achieve when there is a proven track record: This worked before, and we expect it to work now. By connecting the different ideas that should make the store better for each user, a coherent narrative can be formed, and previous success can be used as argumentation for new initiatives. A compelling vision, and a clear way to communicate this vision are also very helpful in creating this buy-in.

### Provide context to team

The aforementioned product strategies propose a clear direction on what problems to solve, but not necessarily on what exact features the team should build. The teams need to shift the focus from building features to solving problems, captured by the quote: “Fall in love with the problem, not with the solution.” Focusing on features means that you assume you know how your customers will react to these new features, whereas this is something you generally cannot anticipate upfront. Literature on innovation management suggest that companies that follow similar approaches outperform their peers (Rodgers, R., & Hunter, J. E. 1991, J. Doerr 2018). This shift can lead to ambiguity for the team. In order to correctly translate the strategy to concrete initiatives, the Store team needs to have a deep understanding of the customer and his problems.

Create a higher degree of autonomy

Teams need a certain degree of autonomy to figure out the best solutions for these problems. Autonomy is defined as the freedom from external control or influence. With strong teams, a high degree of autonomy leads to higher motivation and stronger sense of ownership (Cagan 2011). Weaker, or less experienced teams often have a harder time dealing with autonomy. The Store team is experienced and problems higher levels of autonomy are not to be expected.

Both Garcia and Pintric (1996) and Dickinson (1995) have found a strong relation between a groups’ autonomy and their motivation that stems from this. By providing more autonomy, teams generally become more motivated and perform better. Research by Deci & Ryan (2010) shows that this increase in motivation is mainly driven by the teams’ need for a sense of competence and control. It must be noted that this mechanism only works for people with a strong intrinsic motivation.

1. The original source of this quote is unclear but used by Eric Ries in his book The Lean Startup.
5.4. PROPOSED SOLUTION

Implementation through a comprehensive product design framework

An effective way in which proposed design strategies can be embedded in the Picnic organization is by creating a product design framework. A framework is a strategic and comprehensive approach to the design of a product (Lee, 2018). These frameworks come in many different forms, as they should be tailored to the company’s unique product and culture.

A large share of companies that build digital products use systematic approaches which are (partly) made available online. Examples of these companies are Airbnb, Facebook and Confluence. Confluence’s framework is most public, exposing everything from their brand guide to design principles. The value of this system is that it provides guidance, and helps align teams and individuals. Product, or design principles for example, serve as a way to “Communicate what the team values, and what the product should be.” (Cagan, 2011)

In the study The business value of design, McKinsey found that companies that score high on their design index (MDI) achieve superior financial results. One of the key determinants of a companies’ MDI is whether design has analytical leadership, meaning a long-term design strategy is present, and design metrics are being tracked.

It is crucial that the product design framework is embedded in the current design process. This framework will help the team to build a better store for its users by:

1. Providing the team with clear guidance, while allowing for flexibility

The store team needs clearly defined problems it wants to solve for our customers. The framework should focus on solutions for these problems, rather than output from teams. This is hard to achieve in the current linear process, where the team has to commit to features that are expected to solve the problem early on. Having a clear guidance in the form of well-defined problems will help the team move towards a more iterative approach.

2. Providing the team with a strong mechanism for alignment

The framework should enable the store team to weigh the priorities of different ideas and features. These options can be ideas generated within the store team, or by other Picnic teams. This will allow both teams to understand and quantify which of the options deserves the priority. In theory, this should give the team the ability to prioritize long term customer value over short term gains. When the team is able to successfully align with other teams, it can achieve a higher degree of autonomy.

A clear direction and shared vision leads to more engaged team (Rodgers & Hunter, 1991). This is amplified by the higher level of autonomy for the team. Therefore, it is expected that this framework will lead to more motivation and a stronger sense of ownership. Even though our analysis does not indicate motivation and ownership being a problem, an increase therein might still be possible and beneficial to the results achieved by the team.

The analyses in this chapter showed that in order for the framework to be successful, it must meet the following requirements:

1. The framework must be measurable

In order to thrive in Picnic’s highly analytical culture, the results the framework aims to achieve should be clearly defined and measurable. By doing so, the store is provided with both an evaluative and generative framework.

2. The framework should be clear and concise

The Picnic organization has limited tolerance for ambiguous or surplus communication. Therefore, the framework should be clear and concise to succeed in the Picnic organization.

3. The framework should have companywide buy-in

The framework will only be useful if both the store team and the rest of the Picnic organization see the use of this model and implement it.

Conclusion

This chapter has proposed the requirements for successful implementation of the product strategies defined in chapter 4. The product design framework will be further detailed in the next chapter.

Figure 6.1 - Atlassian’s design system
6.0

This chapter introduces the proposed solution: A product design framework tailored to Picnic’s store team. First, an overview of this framework is provided, after which all its aspects are elicited. The chapter then explains how this framework meets the requirements defined in the previous section, compare it to other frameworks, and describe the fit with the current culture and processes at Picnic.

In this chapter:
6.1 Overview of framework
6.2 Vision
6.3 Product strategies
6.4 Key results
6.5 Principles
We propose a hybrid strategic model that provides long-term focus whilst allowing for flexibility. The framework consists of 5 elements.

1. **Vision**
   - This model consists of a vision to provide direction in all product development efforts. This vision is derived from the company vision and based on the findings of this thesis.

2. **Product strategies**
   - The vision is operationalized via three product strategies. These are high-level directions that help more customers build a strong Picnic habit. These strategies come with a set of tactics that help the store team build features based on these strategies.

3. **Key results**
   - The effectiveness of the vision and product strategies will be measured through the key results. This makes these strategic aspects more concrete and measurable. By doing so, the effectiveness of the strategy can be determined, increasing buy-in across the organization.

4. **Principles**
   - Finally, a set of product principles are used to help the team in their decision making process. Apart from making the decision making process easier and more consistent, these principles make communicating decisions across teams easier.

5. **Actions**
   - These are the initiatives, ideas and features that follow from the other elements of the framework. By providing guidance and a mechanism for alignment within the team, and across the organization, this framework will help the team build a more habit-forming store for its users.

---

1. For more information on the value of hybrid strategic models see Appendix A.1

---

**Overview of framework**

The product development model has different degrees of flexibility and durability. The vision should be fixed for multiple years, so it can provide the team with a clear long-term direction and goal. As we go down further in the pyramid, the framework becomes less rigid. The actions, projects and features, should be flexible, in order to fully empower the team and not get in the way of creative ideas.

The different degrees of durability mean that the model should be revised on different time scales. As a rule of thumb, the durability of each element is stated below.

**Vision**
- The product vision should be stable for a period of at least 2 to 3 years but might prove valuable for a longer period of time.

**Strategies**
- The strategies are expected to be valid for a period of at least 1 year.

**Principles**
- Principles can be sharpened every 6 months or so. This makes them relatively stable, but at the same time flexible enough to include new learnings. In addition to that, regular sessions help to reinforce the principles in the minds of the team.

**Actions**
- These are the initiatives, ideas and features that follow from the other elements of the framework. By providing guidance and a mechanism for alignment within the team, and across the organization, this framework will help the team build a more habit-forming store for its users.

**Key results**
- Key results come in different forms. The high-level key results are expected to be stable for a very long period of time. The most important high-level results is the annual value of a customer. This metric measures how much a customer contributes to Picnic’s results. The more detailed results are more flexible, and project depended. These might change per project and thus per quarter.

**Actions**
- Big projects that involve multiple teams should be considered per quarter, which is a requirement to align with the planning processes of the entire company. For projects with less dependencies the Store team can commit to solving specific problem for its users in a given quarter, but not commit to building a specific feature. This will increase the flexibility of the team to evaluate the project on a monthly basis. More detailed decisions are made in bi-weekly sprint planning sessions.
6.1. OVERVIEW OF FRAMEWORK

Elements of framework
The framework is a hybrid between agile and strategic models. This hybrid approach combines the best of both worlds by ensuring long-term guidance while allowing for individual initiatives and creativity. The framework is a combination of strategic design methods and models used by technology start-ups. The vision is inspired by design thinking methods. The product strategies and the associated key results are derived from the Objectives and Key Results methodology proposed by Doerr (2018). The principles are inspired by case studies of Spotify, Netflix, and Airbnb, which showed how and why the design teams of these companies spend time and effort in creating the perfect product principles. This value of principles is recognized by Cagan (2011) who states that “These principles provide highly valuable tools to align the team and the rest of the organization on what kind of product we want to build”. The connection between these elements was made by the author of this thesis, in order to create a framework that truly matches the needs of Picnic’s store team.

Effect of framework
This framework helps Picnic’s store team to move from a semi-structured approach to a strategic coordinated effort. This will lead to better alignment and more guidance, which in turn should lead to a better store that offers more value to its users.

Figure 64 - Visual representation of shift in framework of store team

Currently, the team is a high energy organization focused on tackling problems and projects as they arise. Sometimes, this makes it unclear how the developed solutions connect. In the new model, there is a much stronger connection between actions and results, which are aligned under one clear vision. This vision is operationalized through well-defined product strategies. This will help the team to unlock more value for the user with the current relatively small workforce. In addition to that, it will facilitate the growth of the team by ensuring new team members are easily onboarded into the vision and values of the team.

6.2. VISION

The vision is the starting point and guiding principle of our product development framework. There is an extensive body of studies and evidence that positively links vision to product successes (Lynna & Akgun 2001; Brown & Eisenhardt 1995; O’Connor & Veryzer 2001). Thornberry states that “clear, stable and lofty organizational vision can provide directions to a company and can positively impact its ability to succeed.” In the study the business value of design (McKinsey, 2018) the authors state that: The companies with the best financial returns have combined design and business leadership through a bold, design-centric vision clearly embedded in the deliberations of their top teams. A strong vision can explicitly commit organizations to their goals. Despite this body of research, Lin and Luh (2009) conclude that most organizations do not have a commonly recognized visioning methodology. Despite the fact that there is no consensus on methodology, they agree that a clear vision is a powerful instrument for an organization.

Company vision
The Picnic company has developed a successful vision; it aspires to be the friendly local milkman that serves millions of families. This vision is translated into Picnic’s service by the conversational and playful tone of Picnic’s communication, the friendly appearance of EPV’s, and a high level of customer service. In addition to that, Picnic offers local products, and sponsors local events. Because the company effectively connects the vision to its operations, it manages to win the sympathy and trust of its customers. This increases the affect customers feel for Picnic. According to theory, this has positive impact on the business performance by decreasing price pressure (Aaker 1992), reduces the costs of acquiring new customers, and increases the forgiveness of users when mistakes are made (Fournier 1988).

Translation of vision to Picnic’s store
Currently, the company-wide vision is not sufficiently translated to Picnic’s store. This is indicated by the feedback of a user that states:

“Everything is so personal, but when I go to the store, it does nothing for me. It is bland and unpersonal.”

Our analysis of the current store showed that there was a low degree of relevance in products and promotions for users. This is especially noticed by customers that aren’t new to the store. An interviewee stated that: “Picnic seems to focus mostly on attracting new customers and does not do much for its existing customers.”

The lack of relevance basically means that the app is not tailored to the personal preferences of our users. So, the lack of relevancy is effectively a lack of personalization. We aim to enhance retention by helping customer build a stronger habit more easily. There are three values that should be translated from the general vision into the store’s product vision:

1) Friendly, 2) Local, 3) Milkman. While friendly and local are more obvious qualities, milkman needs more explanation. The milkman is an archetypical representation of an old-school, reliable person. Both media and consumers have referenced to this type of nostalgic feeling (NRC 2017). It should be stressed that it is common practice to ascribe human values to inanimate objects such as companies. Aaker (1997) showed that consumers show no difficulty in assigning personality qualities to brands. The same principle can be observed in the case of Picnic, which EPV’s are commonly referred to by customers as “cute”.

1. See appendix B
6.2. **VISION**

**Proposed vision for the Picnic store**

*The little milkman in your pocket.*

Picnic’s store is your very own little milkman, or that of your family. This little guy or girl is always right there in your pocket. He is friendly and ready to help, and knows all about food. He is great at planning, even when you are not. And, he knows how to make you smile. As you get to know each other and form a personal bond, you will entrust him with more of your grocery related tasks.

The little milkman makes the Picnic store the easiest and most enjoyable grocery shopping experience. For some families, this means that the milkman saves them lots of time, and helps them be more in control of their lives. For others, this is about reducing the number of cognitive decisions, whereas for other it is about creating more delightful moments while shopping at Picnic.

The milkman achieves this by facilitating the full shopping experience: deciding what to eat, sharing favourite products and recipes.

*Your own milkman, means a unique milkman*

Because every Picnic user is unique, each personal milkman is slightly different. These differences manifests itself in their behaviour and suggestions, which should be very well suited to the needs of the customer. Concretely, this means that the app does not have to be the same for each user. For some users for example, certain orders of different pages in the storefront will work better than for others. Singles are known buy more alcohol and convenience products, so it would be logical to make it easier for them to navigate to those products. Some users might get more messages that they should try a certain feature, as their “milkman” believes that feature is more suitable to them. On top of that, the user can adjust his own app by adding their own lists, filters or other personal artefacts. Through these mechanism, everyone can have its own personal milkman.

**Goals derived from vision**

From this vision, the following goals are derived:
- The store should be ubiquitous, always around and with frequent triggers for use.
- The store should feel very personal to the customer
- Placing an order should always be easy, whether you know what you want, or you are undecided.
- The store should provide just the right amount of guidance to the shopper.

These goals are embedded into the product development framework via the product strategies, key results and principles.

**Communicating the vision**

Effectively communicating the proposed vision is essential for its success. It is proposed to do so by creating a vision movie. Film is a powerful medium that is unparalleled in the degree of emotional reactions it can evoke with relatively low effort of the viewer.

In addition to that, a short video overcomes the limitations that a prototype might have in terms of fidelity. High fidelity prototypes feel like they are already “done” and therefore evoke little inspiration, whereas low fidelity prototypes are often hard to interpret for people who are less familiar with product design.

**Storyboard for vision movie**

Due to the time constraints for this thesis, creating the full movie was not feasible. Therefore, a storyboard is provided that explains the concept for this vision.

In addition to this story, a very short GIF is created. This GIF consists of just one simple movement, the little milkman crawling out of your pocket, ready to serve. This is in itself a powerful image that captures the idea of the little milkman in your pocket. This GIF can be shared via Slack, causing it to spread virally across the Picnic organization.

*Figure 65 - Visual representation of the store vision: The little milkman in your pocket*

*Figure 66 - Different personal milkman for different types of users*
6.3. PRODUCT STRATEGIES

The three strategies to help more customers form a strong Picnic habit proposed in chapter 12, are translated into product strategies to facilitate implementation. The product strategies make the vision concrete and can be clearly measured.

**Strategy 1: Enable different types of user to order**

The little milkman in the customer’s pocket helps the different types of family customers place orders easily. He does so by increasing the ability of the Convenient Outsourcing group, and the motivation of the Pleasant Service group, moving both groups above the action line. The motivation is increased by applying behavioural design strategies and evoking the pleasant feeling of deliveries more effectively. While the ability is increased by 1) increasing the ability of customers to plan their groceries, 2) increasing the ability of customers to decide what products to buy, and 3) by increasing the ability of users to place complete orders. This product strategy is also expected to positively influence the CAV of the Efficient Control and non-family customers. This is expected to mainly impact the first order conversion.

**Strategy 2: Increase the frequency of interaction**

The little milkman makes interaction more interesting and reminds you to open the app at the right moments. This makes it easier to build a strong Picnic habit for more users. This effect is achieved by loading strong (internal) triggers for the next use, and by providing variables rewards. This product strategy is expected to mainly benefit repeat purchase customers, and drive next order conversion and purchase frequency.

**Strategy 3: Grow personal connection**

The little milkman is nimble and becomes a better and more fun grocery gnome each time you interact. This in combination with a higher frequency of interaction, leads to a highly personal store, with high perceived utility and switching costs. This is done by combining Picnic-driven with user-driven personalization strategies. Picnic-driven, where Picnic changes the lay-out and content of the app based on your past behaviour. User-driven where users actively make changes to the app, so it suits their needs better. By doing so, the perceived utility of Picnic will increase with each usage cycle. This product strategy is expected to be mainly beneficial to repeat purchase customers and drive next order conversion. However, it is also interesting to figure out how to already personalize based on the information customers provide upfront, and their behaviour while on the waiting list.

Conclusion

These three product strategies combined provide a clear path forward and operationalize the vision. They should be embedded throughout the team and organization. This thesis will go into detail on how to achieve this in chapter 8 Implementation. One of the ways to ensure successful implementation in the data-driven company that Picnic is, is by quantifying the product strategies and their impact on business performance. The next chapter looks at how these product strategies and their effect on retention can be tracked and measured.

6.4. KEY RESULTS

In order to make the aforementioned product strategies actionable and measurable, they are connected to well-defined key results. We define three levels of key results: high-level, mid-level and detail-level.

**High level result**

The high-level key results are the customer annual value (CAV), which is the key metric that tracks how valuable a customer is to Picnic. The CAV for a given customer is the number of orders of that customer times the contribution per order. The contribution is how much profit Picnic makes on that order. Although this can be precisely measured, for our purposes it can be sufficient to measure the average basket value. This is a reasonable proxy, as a large share of costs scale per order, and not per SKU. This means that in general, bigger orders are more profitable.

Once customers form a strong Picnic habit, they will order more often and therefore their CAV will increase.

**Mid and detail level results**

The mid- and detail-level results are specific to every individual paradigm. The combination of these results influences the high-level results, as visualized in the figure 67. It must be stated that most of these results are already measured by Picnic. This section provides insight in how these existing metrics, and a couple of new metrics, tie in to the three product strategies defined in the previous chapter.

![Hierarchy of results](image.png)
6.4. Key Results

Strategy 1  
Enable different types of users to order  
The goal of this product strategy is making placing an order with Picnic easy for the different types of families. The first type is focused on minimizing time spent on getting groceries to their home, the second wants to minimize cognitive decisions, and the final group wants to maximize pleasure.

Product strategy 2  
Increase the frequency of interaction  
In order to build a strong habit, the frequency of interaction should be increased. It is important to note that we do not wish to increase the time spend shopping, but just the frequency of interaction with the app. This means that we do not want customers to spend a longer time in the app in total, but we want them to spend time in the app more often.

Mid-level results  
The aim is to track how easy it is for these groups to order. The clearest metric for this is the conversion. Because this product strategy is mainly focused on first order customers the key metric is first order conversion after 10 weeks. In addition to that, the next order conversion is tracked.

Detail level results  
The ease of an action depends on a user’s motivation and ability. Motivation is relatively hard to measure. Either, Picnic can track the order rating. Or it can analyse the app reviews on specific topics. Both aren’t perfect metrics, because only a small subset of customers reviews the app, and the order rating is mostly related to delivery and freshness quality. To track ability, we will look at the time and number of clicks it takes to place an order. To filter for the effect of bigger basket sizes, we will look at the time per € spend, and the number of clicks per euro spend. The aim is to especially reduce the second metric, to enable the convenient outsourcing group to place orders easier.

Mid-level results  
The time per day that a user has opened the app on that day. If the goal is to increase the frequency of interaction, this metric should increase over time. In addition to that, the number of sessions per order should increase, with the frequency staying the same or becoming higher. So, more sessions per order, with the number of orders per time period staying the same or increasing.

Detail level results  
The average number of sessions an active user has within one week. This number should go up as the product strategy is implemented.

Mid-level results  
Improvements in product utility can be measured in the following ways, consistent with the metrics we track for product strategy 1; The time and number of clicks it takes to place an order. To filter for the effect of bigger basket sizes, we will look at the time per € spend, and the number of clicks per euro spend. Furthermore, the basket size is expected to increase due to a more affect driven shopping experience.

Detail level results  
To be able to correlate the improvements in the mid-level results with the paradigm, we will look at detailed metrics for both the top down and bottom up personalization strategies.

For the top down personalization we will look at the conversion on suggested products, recipes or promotions. The metrics we track are: What percentage of the products that are suggested to you do you actually buy? And what percentage of your basket consists of Picnic-suggested products. For the bottom up, or user driven personalization, we will first look at the number of artefacts created. This for example tracking how many lists and recipes a user makes. In addition to that, we will look at how often products are bought from these artefacts (% of basket that is added from recipes).

Product strategy 3  
Grow personal connection with each use  
The crux of this product strategy is that the store should improve and feel more personal with each use. How personal something feels is hard to measure. In the current store, users are asked to rate their order, but it is observed that this is mainly based on the quality of the products and the delivery experience, rather than the shopping experience. Users could be asked to answer questions on this, but that would disrupt their shopping flow and is therefore not advised. Therefore, we focus on the improvement with each usage cycle.

Conclusion  
The proposed metrics serve as a way to make the proposed vision and product strategies measurable. This is highly important in the analytical culture of Picnic. These metrics are combined in a dedicated store dashboard, that allows the team to check their progress in a simple way. This dashboard will be discussed in more detail in the Implementation chapter.
**6.5. PRINCIPLES**

**Principles that reflect the values and vision of the store team.**

Data-driven decision making is often impossible before creating a new product or feature. In interviews with the designers, developers, and the PO, it became clear that there are a large number of decisions that have to be made on a daily basis. Sometimes, these decisions can be made based on data, but more often clear data is unavailable. This makes the success of new products or features highly unpredictable.

**Challenges of decision making in ambiguous environment**

When clear factual information is missing, decisions have to be based on intuition and reasoning. This reasoning is often based on numerous assumptions. While this might be unavoidable in the design process, this decision-making process has the following downsides:

- Chances on wrong decisions are high
- It is time-consuming
- It might hurt coherence in decision making
- Someone might not feel “heard” if his opinion is pushed aside.

These issues can lead to sub-optimal results, as the team is not fully motivated.

**Product principles**

A tried method of facilitating decision making in highly ambiguous environments is by using principles. These principles are known as product principles, a set of beliefs and intentions that reflect a product team’s values and vision. The principles provide direction to the team and create understanding of what is important to the team and the product. In addition to that, these principles can serve to inspire new product features.

**Formulating the store team’s principles**

The final principles were co-created with the product owner and designers of the store team. This happened through multiple iterations. The first step in this process was getting input on the topics the team members often had discussions about. Out of their input on these topics, the first version of the principles was synthesized. These principles were then discussed in a group setting with the designers. This led to more iterations that were frequently shared with the involved team members.

This iterative process led to strong involvement of the key-stakeholders within the team, who are the ones that should implement these principles in their daily work. Therefore, it is crucial that they see the value of these principles. The frequent iterations helped to make the principles more concrete and applicable, which helps the involved team members use them more easily.

**Trust over everything else**

Groceries and high frequency deliveries into your kitchen require trust. Trust is multifaceted; our customers should trust our data privacy, the friendliness of people, and the quality of groceries. Picnic should never violate that trust but reinforce it with every interaction.

**Meaningful interactions over full automation**

Forming a habit requires interaction and can’t be fully automated. Becoming the best milkman requires a personal connection and trust, which can only be achieved through meaningful interaction. Therefore, shopping at Picnic should never be fully automated for users. Meaningful interactions provide users with a feeling of being in control. However, customers do not want to spend too much time and energy on grocery shopping. Therefore, Picnic should provide only meaningful interactions, meaning important or pleasant decisions.

**Customer perception over rationality**

True customer preference shows through actual behaviour, and does not always follow rational paths. The value customers ascribe to product and services is highly subjective. The store team must never mistake its own assumptions on what is “the right thing” with actual customer preference that shows true actual behaviour.

**Conclusion**

The product principles presented in this chapter are an essential part of the product development framework. They are a way to make the vision and product strategies more tangible and thereby easier to implement. In addition to that, they serve as a useful tool to align with other teams on what is deemed important to the Picnic store. It is easier to dismiss a request for a business-driven feature when it conflicts with battle-tested principles rather than just the opinion of the product owner. The proposed principles seem to have the support of the Store team.

**Empowered customers over Picnic power**

Picnic is creating the ideal grocery experience together with its customers, thereby giving them great powers. Our customers create their own assortment, tweak the store to their preferences, and are empowered to handle refunds themselves. We give customers the tools to personalize their store instead of providing a one size fits all.

**Building and nurturing over exploiting**

Picnic is in it for the long run and values a good relationship with the customer over quick profits. The company is building a better way of doing groceries together with their customers, and this takes time. Therefore, we focus on building and nurturing the market rather than exploiting it.

**Figures**

**Figure 70 - The principles are shared via a dedicated Confluence page.**

**6.5. Principles**
This chapter aims to validate the proposed framework. It does so in two validation steps, one with customers and one internal validation.

In this chapter:
7.1 Validation with customers
7.2 Internal validation
Chapter 7. Validation

7.1 Validation with Customers

Validating a strategic framework is a challenge, as strategies are to be implemented over a longer period of time. This is consistent with the definition of strategy as “a deliberate set of guidelines that determines decisions into the future” (Mintzberg, 1991). This challenge also exist for the product design framework, which can only truly be validated by using it over a long period of time.

For both the academic purposes of this thesis and the benefit of the company, it is interesting to conduct preliminary research on the effectiveness of the framework.

Therefore, an estimation of the validity of the framework is made based on two method: Validation with the customer based on pairwise comparison, and validation with the team based on a sorting activity.

Validation with customer

In order to test the validity of the framework, customers were asked to rate how much they thought the different elements of the framework would benefit their use of the Picnic store.

Method

First, design and technology savvy customers got an explanation of the proposed framework. The vision, product strategies and principles where explained and discussed. After the customers were familiar with the concepts, they were asked to rate the last four main features launched by the store team on this strategy. So, the feature that suited the framework the best was ranked the highest. This exercise was performed with three customers, all professionals working in app design or development. This ranking was than compared with the actual effects of these features, obtained by previous A/B test. This allowed us to check if the features that suit the framework the best, are also the most effective in increasing retention.

Selected features

The combined ranking is: 1) Add to order 2) Picnic reminder 3) Tab bar 4) SKU based recipes.

We notice that SKU scores especially low, according to the respondents, this was due to the low quality and variety of these recipes. Add to order, on the other hand scored very high. The respondents indicated that it made placing an order during the day less stressful as you can always add stuff later.

Difficult task for respondents

The respondents had difficulty in answering the aforementioned questions. They indicated that the framework was rather abstract for a customer, and therefore hard to evaluate. The author of this thesis assumes that more valid results can be achieved by testing actual prototypes with these customers, which can be considered the next step when this framework is adopted by the store team.
### 7.1 Validation with Customers

**Results from A/B Test**
We analyse the impact on habit by looking at the data from A/B test conducted by Picnic.

The relevant metrics we look at are conversion and order frequency. Conversion is defined as conversion to the next order after 6 weeks. Frequency is defined as the number of deliveries divided by the number of ordering customers. These metrics are closest related to habit.

**Comparison of rankings**
We then compare the retention score with the actual effect on conversion to active customers for the selected features. The actual effect will also be ranked, as we do not expect to find clean correlations in this highly abstract model. If the ranked scores and ranked actual effect are similar, we have strong evidence that developing features according to our framework yields features that have a positive effect on our conversion rates.

**Conclusion**
According to this validation step, the framework has high chances to be successful. The feature ranked highest on the framework generally perform better in terms of actual impact on habit. However, the test group did have difficulties with the abstract considerations required to draw these conclusions. As mentioned previously, it will be more effective to test with prototypes, and later with actual A/B tests of new features. For now, the results of the test group will be considered, but a larger sample size is not obtained.

### 7.2 Internal Validation

Because the framework was too abstract for user, a new round of validation was required. Therefore, a simpler method was chosen to validate internally at Picnic.

**Method**
A workshop was conducted with two strategic design students. In this session, the four features discussed in the previous section were compared to the framework. The question here was: would we have built this feature if we were using the framework? In order to provide the design students with enough context, a short presentation on Picnic and the product development framework was held. After this presentation, the different features were presented to the students.

**In line with framework**
Add to order was judged to suit the framework well, it increase flexibility for the users, and makes orders less ‘definitive’! This in turn increases both the motivation and the ability for users to place an order. This especially holds true for the convenient outsourcing group, which are hypothesized to be less able to place a complete order in one go. This group is now facilitated to place an order and add products along the way.

The Picnic reminder also suited the framework well. It provides meaningful interactions, and a personalised reminder. This increase the frequency of interaction with the app. The feature helps user add personal value, and was only revealed to more experienced users. In addition to that, this is a typical feature that is suitable for families.

**Not in line with framework**
The recipe feature was less well aligned with the framework. Although the feature does reduce the cognitive effort of deciding what to eat, there are other aspects to this feature that still make it hard to use. The main problem is that the user should remember what recipe he has selected, as it will not show up in his basket. It is also hard to find the exact preparation guide after having order the recipe.

**Conclusion**
The second round of validation showed that the framework is useful to designers, but discussion whether a feature or idea suits the framework might still arise. As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, precise validation is impossible for a strategic framework. However, the two validation methods did provide an indication of the effectiveness of the framework before implementation.
This chapter details how the product design framework will be implemented within the Picnic organization in general, and the store team specifically.

In this chapter:
8.1 Implementation
The proposed framework can only have impact if it is used by the store team. This chapter defines how to successfully implement the framework, enabling the team to use it and thrive.

Translating the framework to concrete initiatives
The framework provides a comprehensive method for Picnic’s store team to develop a habit-forming store. It provides the team with direction and a method to align ideas and people, within the team, and across the organization. It is not a complete, ‘IKEA instruction’, how-to-guide on building a habit-forming store. The team, and especially the product owner and designers, must integrate it into their thinking and decisions making processes. Only then, the framework will lead to concrete initiatives and thereby results. This process of implantation is facilitated by clearly communicating the framework and its benefits, and by providing clear and easy ways to embed it across the organization.

Communicating the product development framework
The framework should be communicated within the team and throughout the organization. This is done by creating a presence in both the physical and digital space both these stakeholders frequently visit. The physical space is the office, and especially the ‘Store corner’ where the team has its headquarters. The digital spaces the whole organization frequently visits are Slack and Confluence. By integrating the framework in the daily digital processes of stakeholders, it becomes ubiquitous. Communication is done both in a central and decenral manner. With central, we mean fixed communication that goes only one way. With decenral, we mean two-way communication that does not require interference of the author of this thesis, nor the product owner.

Central communication
The central communication creates a single source of truth, which is always easy to find and provides overview right away. An example of central sharing is creating specific confluence pages similar to those of Atlassian pictures below.

Decentral communication
Decentral communication is about allowing the stakeholders of this framework to internalize it and have a bit of fun. It is done by creating shareable stuff in Slack such as GIFs and customized emojis (there is already a segmentation emoji). The user insights Slack channel is also a way for all stakeholders to communicate without any central involvement.

The decenral approach is also embedded in the physical space. We propose to add pinboards for the different product strategies. On these boards, the team or other teams can pin suggestions. In addition to that, we want to pin successful features to related product strategies by making polaroid pictures of them and pinning them.

Communication strategy per element
Each element is used at different moments and for different purposes, and thus should be communicated in another way.

Vision
The vision is relatively fixed and should be the overarching truth of everything that Picnic does. It is crucial within the team, and across the organization, people can align in this vision. Therefore everyone should agree with the vision and it should be communicated in a compelling way.

It is advised to make a short vision video that is shared to all new people upon joining Picnic. Also, we should pin it to the Slack channel of the store (both the private one for the team, and the one where other teams can interact with the Store team). In addition to that, a poster is made that communicates this vision and hangs in the ‘Store corner’. This vision is also included in the Confluence pages on the product development framework.

Family personas
Personas were created for the different types of families that use Picnic. These are shared physically via posters and digitally via the confluence page. For the full personas, see the chapter User Research.

Product strategies
The product strategies are presented in detail to the team. Afterwards, they will be shared physically via posters and digitally via the confluence page. The features that link to the product strategies and are successful are attached to provide examples of how to make the product strategies complete.

Key results
The results are shared in analyses of new features. In addition to that, they will be included into an AB test dashboard. Finally, it is proposed to create a design data dashboard, that displays the key results per product strategy in real time. For this dashboard the most relevant mid and key results will be displayed in real time.

Principles
The principles are discussed in a special workshop, and then made public via the confluence page. An annually sessions will be organized to review the principles.

Embedding the framework in organization
Once the framework is clearly communicated, the next issue to tackle is how people can actually use it. As mentioned earlier in this thesis, the framework is not a step-by-step how-to-guide on how to build the store. This is both impossible and would be a very bad fit with the independent and entrepreneurial mindset Picnic employees generally value. It is therefore partly up to team how to precisely embed the framework in their daily work.

There is however an important role for the tech lead and especially the business lead (product owner) to drive the use of this framework. This can be done by referring to the vision, product strategies or principles in ideation or evaluation activities. Communicating the results of AB test, with the new key results per product strategy is another example of how the product owner can drive this new way of thinking.
This chapter concludes this thesis by defining how the goals set in the beginning of this project were achieved, and by stating the limitations, implications and recommendations that follow from that conclusion. This chapter is concluded by a personal reflection.

In this chapter:
- 9.1 Conclusion
- 9.2 Limitations, implications and recommendations
- 9.3 Personal reflection
The aim of this thesis was to increase retention for Picnic by creating a habit-forming store. The first step in solving this problem was taken by creating a comprehensive framework for the product design process of Picnic’s store team. This framework focuses on creating a habit-forming store.

The framework encompasses four elements:

- **A clear vision**: The Picnic app should be the little milkman in your pocket.
- **Product strategies**: Three strategies to help more users build a strong Picnic habit.
- **Key results**: Metrics that make the strategies measurable.
- **Product principles**: That help communicate what the team believes in. This facilitates decision making both in the team and across the organization.

The elements of this framework are based on literature on design and new product development, as well as on examples of other companies. The content of the framework is based on theory on retention and habits and on extensive user research. Therefore, the framework is firmly grounded in both theory and practice, and suited to the specific challenges of Picnic’s users.

Through the comprehensive framework, organizational challenges in implementing design-driven strategies can be overcome. The most important organizational challenges for the store team were:

- **Challenges in aligning teams across the organization**.
- **Challenges in creating buy-in for customer focused projects**.
- **Challenges in autonomous decision making, due to large dependencies between teams**.

By creating a clear, concise and measurable framework, this thesis has helped overcome these challenges. Although this thesis has focused on the specific case of Picnic, literature and interviews suggest that the same challenges exist in other organizations.

The framework was validated with customers, and internally. The results of both validation steps indicate that the framework is likely to be helpful in the store product development process. However, the value can only truly be proven by implementing the framework and putting it to the test.

To achieve successful implementation, the framework must be clearly communicated and embedded in the daily work of the team. The latter should happen in both creative activities and evaluative activities.

The framework proposed in this thesis helps the store team to set a course for a longer period of time. It helps the team focus on solving the right problems for its users, by providing a way to visualize these problems and the effect the solutions should have. The compelling vision of the little milkman in your pocket provides the team with direction, and helps stakeholders across the organization align. The framework is however not a definitive ‘how to guide’ on building habit forming store, and proper implementation and execution are crucial to create a truly habit-forming store.
9.2 LIMITATIONS, IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Limitations
The main limitation of this thesis is the fact that product design and customer behaviour are not fully predictable. The framework presented in this thesis is therefore not a definitive ‘how-to’ guide on building the Picnic store, but rather a tool to help the team focus on the right problems and guide their thinking.

Another limitation is that although the product strategies are firmly grounded in theory and based on a combination of qualitative and quantitative user research, the synthesis that led to these strategies is highly dependent on the author of this thesis. For other designers, the provided insights will lead to different solutions. Therefore, the thesis aimed to deepen understanding of both retention, habits and the Picnic customers and their problems. This understanding can be used by other designers or product owners to draw alternative conclusions.

The final limitation is the unproven validity of the product development framework. This framework has to be proven over time which is unfortunately impossible within the scope of this thesis.

This research and the designed framework are focused on Picnic’s organization and do not necessarily translate to other firms and industries.

Recommendations
For this framework to be truly successful within the Picnic organization in general, and the store team specifically, it must be put to the test. Therefore, the recommended methods of communicating the framework and tracking its results must be implemented. Once the framework is embedded, it must be constantly iterated to unlock to full potential of Picnic’s store team.

In my opinion, product development frameworks deserve far more attention in the Master of Strategic product design. Currently, this study focusses on either organizational change, or on solving individual design problems. I believe these two topics are strongly interrelated.

To achieve academic significance, a larger scale case study should be conducted. Companies should work together with academia to gather empirical data on the effectiveness of design frameworks. This could also help to define best practices in this field. If this can be done successfully, the process of creating a suitable framework should not require an ambitious graduate intern anymore but can be integrated in the daily work of product designers, and product owners throughout the industry.

Implications
Habits are powerful mechanisms that allow people to dedicate their mental energy to important issues. Positive habits, such as eating healthy, can have a wonderful effect on someone’s. When helping users form a habit around your product, it’s thus important to consider whether you are helping the user form a positive habit.

If the framework proves to be efficient, it would have a significant positive effect on Picnic’s business. This would in turn influence the positive outcomes that Picnic business model provides for its customers and society as a whole, mentioned in the beginning of this thesis. This means that if this framework proves to be successful, it will help:
- Increase the amount of spare time for its end-users
- Help reduce food waste
- Help reduce emissions in cities

In addition to that, the user research has found more positive side effects of Picnic’s service. It enables disabled people (handicapped or blind) to do their own groceries. It also helps people save money by spending more deliberately, not being tempted to overspend on impulse purchases.

For these reasons, online grocery shopping at Picnic can be considered as a positive habit. This is a strong motivator for the Store team to build a habit-forming store, and for the author of this thesis to ensure the proposed framework is successfully implemented.

9.3 PERSONAL REFLECTION

Personally, I believe that convenience is one of the greatest gifts to customers, as long as customers do not have to trade this for essential things such as freedom of choice and privacy. Design has the potential to help Picnic build an extra layer on top of their current product that leads to a delightful experience for its users. This will help Picnic to build the best milkman on earth, and I am happy to be part of that mission.

The past couple of months have reinforced my belief in the power of combining quantitative and qualitative insights to serve users in the best way possible. The process of writing my thesis has taught me the value of sharing knowledge across teams and of helping each other.

But it also showed me how hard it can be to function by yourself rather than in a team. By yourself, you can impossibly have all the qualities a multi-disciplinary team brings to the table. I have always valued the power of strong teams, and this process has reinforced that believe. Along the way, I have had help of a great deal of sharp minds for which I am very grateful.

Navigating the different needs of Picnic on one hand, and the TU Delft on the other, taught me how to successfully make compromises. One example of these types of compromises was the decision to not try to design, build and implement one of solutions, but focus more on the organizational aspects that were involved with the implementation of the strategy. The action driven and evidence-based culture at Picnic helped me to make it very clear why and how strategic design can add value. I am looking forward to implementing the framework within Picnic and refine my thinking on design frameworks in general. This thesis is not the end of my learning journey, but a milestone along the way.
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“We shall not cease from exploration
And the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And know the place for the first time”

- T.S. Eliot, Four Quartets